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2 *ADVERTISEMENTS

A NEW MEDIINEl.

Seven Springs Iron & Alum Mass.
PRFPARED BY

LANDRUMVI & LITCHFIELD,
ABINGDOM, VIRGINIA.

This valuable preparation is the solid substance of SEVEN MINERAL SPRINGS in Washington county, Va., and is reduced to a
"Mass " by evaporation. The following analysis, made by Prof. J. W. Mallet, finds it to consist chiefly of LI RON,' ALUMINA,
MAGNESIA, GLAUBER SALTS, and LIME.

Analysis by Prof. .. W. Iallet, of the University et Virginia.
The Mass appears as a stiff dough, or soft solid, of light gray color, and marked acid reaction to test-paper. T Ie contents of

aver al bottles having been thoroughly mnixed, the following compo.ition was found for the mixture in 100 parts :

Aluminum Sulphate............................ 15.215 Potassium sulphate...............................06
Ferric culphate (per-sulphate iron)................ 4.628 Sodium suiphate.................................226
Ferrous sulphate (proto-sulphate iron) ........... .412 Lithium suphate................................019
Nickel sulphate ................................. .162 Ammoniun suiphate.............................022
Cobalt sulphate .................................. .014 Sodium chloride.................................326
Manganese sulphate . ..... .. .. .............. .257 Calcium fluoriSe...............................trace.
Copper sulphate................................. .008 Calcium phosphate.......trace.
Zinc sulphate .... ............................... .301 1.504
Magnesium sulphate...... ..................... 16.006 Organic matter.................................12s
Strontium sulphate ....... ................ . ... trace. Water.4298
Calcium sulphate ...................... ....... 17 .58

A GARD TO TrHE MEDIOAL PROFESSION.
We, the physicians of AbiLgdon, Washington county, Virginia, having testeS the et o. t e IRON AD ALUM MASS,"

as made fram the Il EVEN'* SPRINGS " in thie coooty, believe it Vo bo a mfost excellent Il medicine," and la a valuable contribut!on
to I Mtstenie Melctica' Lt is a remedy which cambises Tonie, Aller aVive, Diuretic, and Antiperiodic properties, Vo sncb a degree
s tA dmoeerve mure than a m.re mention at our .a..ds

We have used this "lMass " in a number of cases, especlaîl> in chronic cases, and ht bas proved satisfactory in almost every
lsac.We deem it unnecassar>' Vo mention in detail Vhe different classes of diseasas In whicb this medicine la applicable, as thse

alyî itself will indîcate, iti application. Tise is, ho wever, more virt ue in the combination tisan la ai first glance euggeeied.

Wetherefore take pleasure in recominending this "lMass," (and water from these springs) to the favorable cosiderallon of thse
medical profession, feeling assureS that it will prove satisSactory. Respectfully,

W. F. BARR, M .D., R. J. PRESTON, MD.,
WU. W RITE MD. H. M. GRANT, M(.D.,
M. V. HE pS ELpLM.D. E. M. CAMPBELL. , .D.

iOME iESTIMONY-FROM AN EXPERIENED PHYSIIAN.
1 hava been using tise "lSeven Springs Iron and Alum Mass " in my practice, ansd find it a most excellent remedv for Clsronlc

Broncîsîtis and ibhroat Affectios, Torpid Liver and itidney Affections , Chronic Diarrhoea and Constipation. Dyspepala, Nervous and

ffjck Hesdache, and in the treatoient, of somes of the Sîseases peculiar Vo feosales I have found îib tobc very valuabse; LeueorrhoSa,
Atnenorrhoea, Dysmenorrhoea, Menorrhsgia, Anaconda, Chlorosis, Chorea, diseases following Intermittent Fever, snd lu alh Case i

wbich iV la desired Vo improve lthe fimpoveriesed conditin o! thse blood. I know of o other remedy which combines more happily
Toni, Alterative, and Diuretic properties. W. F. BAR , M.D., ABiNDoN, V

Tis "lMass " bs sold by some of Vhe leaSinq Druzngsts in citios anS VOos, but in ordor tal Physicians and others may have a

letton opportunity for pnocuriog it, w>5 will mail tu their aid rose six packagres on receipt of $5, or for a les.s numben si per package.
Ail orders entruated Vo us will bo attendeS t.> promptly. The insual discount Vo the brade.

AdsIrese
LAZEDRVU &lZIcEizrzL, Proprietors,

ABINGDON, Va.

OR OUR WHOLESALE AGENTS:
DREW & GIBBS, FAULKNER & CRAIGHILL,

WW .hiagton, D.tC Lychburg, Va.
PURCELL, LADI. & CO., CANBY, GILPIN & CO.,

Richmond, Virgmnia. Baltimore, Md.
M. A. & C. A. SANTOS, JNO. F. HENRY, CURRIN & C0.,

Norfolk, Vinginia. New York.
SANFORD, CHAMBERLAIN &ALBERS, DEMOVILLE CO0.,-

, Knoxvie, Tennessee. Nahville, Tennessee.
VhLKINRON, giARr,,ETT & CO.,, J. J. TOBIN CO0.,

Keokuk, Iowa. Austin, Texas.
IRVINE, WALLACE & CO., REED & ýLEWIS,

Montgomery, Alabama. Meridian, Mississippi.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

AWARDED THE HIGHEST MEDAL at VIENNA.

E.' ýH. T. ANTHONY & 00.,
"Eor b" Xineral & Xcedicinl Springs,

OF WAUKESHA, WINCONatN.
TIIOMAS SPENCE, - - - - MANAGEZ.

591 Broadway, New YorkANALYSI BODPO. ,USTAWS BO591 road ay, ew Y rkA eallon, U. S. wine measure, contains:
(Opp. Metropolitan Rotel) Total quautity of soluble saits, 20002 grains, consisting of

Manufacture-s,horide of Sodium ...... .................. 0-179 grain.
Manuactue-rr, Tnporers St :)eaerfsilSuiphatevi Sda ............................ 1,213

Bicarbonate of Lime .............. 10725 "

CEE0M0n & FRA ES, Bicarbonate of Magnesia....................6-875
Almnu................0225

STEREOSCOPES AND VIEW S, SUie........................ .......... atae
Âlbna, raposcoeaanaSuitb~eVies. TOS.SPECE, Toronto General Hospital, Nov. 4, 187bAlbums, Graphoscopes, and uitablViewprigs:

Sit, I hereby certiiy that James Bînnie wal a patient in this
institution ini the mon ths of Fehrilauy and March, Iu the year

PHOTOGRAPHI1873. e was suffering fro Diabetes of a mot aggravated fr,PHOT GRAP IC M TER1 1,i and wus removed front litre loy bis frienda, ae vwe and the3' sup-
posed to die in a teiv days. To or surprise, in about four weeks
afterwards, he was able to walk here to sec seine of the patients.

We are Headquarters for everything in the way of 1 have nu doubt but that your mineraI water was the means of

S t eu 
gop 

ti o ns a nM .gou 
r truly8ta~optco~ ~D Ka'icJ. H. MCCOLLUM, MOD.,

Beng Manufacturers of theSuperintendent.BcbgManfacurea o th Aient for Toronto-W. J. MITCHELL CO0., 133 Yonge St.,

MICRO-SCIENTIFIC LANTERN, andcornerofChurchaodQueenStreeta
STEREO-PANOPTICON,

UNIVERSITY STEREOPTICON,

ADVERTISER'S STEREOPTICON.
ARTOPTICON,

SCHOOL LANTERN, FAMILY LANTERN,
PEPLE'S LANTERN. Nurses and Invalids

Abeing the beUt .f ita clasm n the market.

and persona of imýaired digestion. Or. Ridge'* Food m.
Catalogues of Lanterna and slides, with directions for uaing, very agrecable. an , from the nature of its composition, l

eut Bn application. exactly adapted to ail conditions of the sto..ach. Sold y
Âny enterprising mnan can make money with a Magie Lantern. Druggists everswhere.

Cut out th is advertiscnicot for reference. g~y Orders for Ridge's Food should be forwarded to

c UTER'SMessrs. WOOLRIOH & CO.,ToronTt OrtothGenealHit, N ., A8
THOME HNOUSE, Bradsbury St.,

AND IGLND ODN
iiCarbonate cf lodine Inhalants.ofFeruLAND , nth

A anemedy for arl NASAL, THROAT and LUNG THE CENTRaL PH wRMaCY.
Diseases, affordtg relief in Tome caaea in a few
minutea. H. WRIGHT & CO.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new
principle, and is well adapted to the treatment of all
those diseases of the air passages requiring efficient
inhalation. It is endorsed by many leading practi-
tioners, and commends itself to all desiring an
ap aratus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and
Pharnacy in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully
considered report upon its merits, concludes in these
words :-

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me to ac-
complish its purposes, by novel, yet by the most
simple and effec ual means ; to be philosophical in
conueption, and well carried out in the execution. "

Alwaya ready, no danger of breaking or spilling,
besides being as safe and efficient in the hands of the
novice as the adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may
þe carried about the person as handily as a pencil
case, and used regardless of time or place. Patented
in the United States, England,. and Canada. Over
50,000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use.
Neatly put up aud sent by mail free, on receipt of
price. Extra bottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal dis-
count to the trade. Kept by all druggists. Send
yonir address and receive our descriptive circular,
post-paid.

J,

Chemist aD D ggists,
Cor. of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, Torente,

Have on hand the following new remedies, which will be sent
to any address In all quantities:-
CINCHO-QUININE, MONO-BROMIDE CAMPHOR

GUARANA, JABORANDI,
CROTON-CHLORAL HYDRATE, SALICYLIC AC

&c., &c , &c.

Special attention given to Physicians' Prescriptions for Oflee
use, such as ELIXIRS, FLUID EXTRACTS, PILLS,

SYRUPS, &c.

J. R. LEE,

CHEMIST AND DRUCCIST,
339 KING STREET,

Eat of Parliament Street.

BRANCI STORE %

W. H. SMITH & Go., Y Oz y =L YaIMO éwWrL
MO0 and 06 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1. Ae- Presi iôtions carefullv dis¢ensed. ,4e
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MuppositethedoroutolGeneralHospita'

M. T. AIKINS, M.D., surqeon to the Toronto General HENRYH. CROFT, D.C.L -FL.S., Professor of Chemiry
Hospital and to the Central Prison, Consvlting Surgeon to and Experimental Philsophy, University College.
the Children's Hospital, Lecturer on Principles and Practice R. RAMAY WRIGH T, X.A., B. Sc., &c., Professor of
of Surgery.- 78 Queen Street West. Botany, etc., L niversity College.

H. H. WRIGHT, M.D., L. C. P. & S. U. C., Physician to
Toronto General Hospitaa, Leturer on Principles and Prac- Clinical Lectures will be given at the General Hospital by Dr.
tice of Medicine.-197 Queen Street Eust. H. H. Wright, Dr. Aikinis, Dr. Richardson, Dr. 'lhorburn, Dr.

J. ]. RICHABD80N, M.D., MERC.S., Eng., Cônsulting Sur- Graham, and Dr. Reeve.
geon tu the lronto General Hospitol and Surgeon to the Clinica Instruction will be given at the Toronto Dispensary by
Toronto doit, Lecturer on Descriptive and Surgical Anatobny. Dr. McFarlane, Dr. George Wright, Dr. F. H. Wright, and Dr.
-120 liay Street. Zimmerman.

UZZIEL OGDEN, M.D., Consuiting Surgeon to the Children's Janitor of School. Residence on the premises.
Roopitol, l'hysiceon to the House of Indsotry antd Protestant
Orpians' il ne, Lecturer in Midwuifery and Diseases of Wo- SUMMER SESSION.nen and Children.-57 Adelaioe Stre et West.

JAM .S 'IHORBURN, M.D., Edinburgh and Toronto Uni- Arrangements have been made for the establishment ofversities, tonsuaing P'hysicùn tu the Tortnto General Hospi- summer course, commencing May 1st, and extending into July.tai and Physicion to the Boys' IHome, Co7 euiniig ugeon to the Primary and final subjects will be taken up; particular atten-Childeu's lospital, Lecturer on Materh Ihoca and Thera- tion being deoîted to those bianches which carmot be fuiJypeuties.- Weligton and York Streets. treated during the m inter course.
M. BARREIT, M.A., M.D., Medical O(ficer fo Upper Canada W. OLDRisttT, M.A., M.B., Lecturer on Surgical Anatomy,College, andt Lecturer on Physiolojy Ontario College of Veterin- Orthol odie Surgery, with Practical Instruction in the ap-

.a Medicine, Lecturer on Physiology. pTr Dasop a or Spiinits, landages, and Surgical Apparatus gen-.w.OUDEU, M.B., Phosçiciat ta the Toronto Dispensary. eraly ; Optera jiens oie îîe Uueluser.
Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology.-242 L. M. MâcPARLANE, M.B., Lecturer on Midwifery and Dis-Queen Street West. eases of % ouen.M. H. AIRINS B.A., M.B., M.R.CS., Eng., Lecturer on OE>nGE WRIGHT, M.A., M.B., Lecturer on Diseases ofPrinary Anatomy -Buriamthorpe. Children.

W. OLDRIGHT, M.A., M.B., Physician, to the Neusboys' ALEX. UREENLEES, M. B., Lecturer on Therapeutica andHonte, Curator of Museumo, and Lecturer on Sanitary Science. Plharmu.ac logy.

. 50 DuEke Street. R. ZLiq NEkt.gN, M.B.. L.R.C.P., London, Lecturer onL M oFARLANE, M.D., Phycian tu the 7 "route Dispeu. Discales it the bkin.
sary, Demnonstrator of Anatomny.-7 Cruickshauk Street. H. wItîaHT, M.B., L.R.C.P., London, Lecturer on Dis-

GEOHGE WRIGHT, M.A., M. d , I'hystiein tu the Toronto eases Of the Heart sd Lumgs, stoach aud Eiehneys, withDispensry, Demonstrator of Anatomy.~15 Bay treet. Practical lt.tructioi in Auscultation and Percussion.
ALEX. OBEENLEES, M.B., Tutor is Chemistry.--Church 3. E. GRAHAM, M.D., L.R.C.P., London, Clinical Lecturer

Street. at ihe H1ospia1.
R. ZIMMERVAN, MB , L.R.C P.. Lond., Physician to the R. A. REEVE, M.A., M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of the EyeToronto Disp, net. Physician ta ti e Children's H ospital, De- and Ear.

monstrator of Microse pical Anatony -107 Church Street. Examuinations in Anatomy will begiven by each of the LecturersP. H. WRIGHR, »L 2., L:R.C.P., Lond., Physician 1o the Clinical Instruction at the Toronto Genera Hospital by [r. I.Toronao Dispens ry , Phnician tu the dren s H optai, De- H. Wri;4ht, Dr. Aikins, Dr. Richardson, Dr. Thorburn, Dr.monatrator of Microscopica Anatomy.-197 Queen Street Graham, and tir. Reeve.
Est. Clinical instructin at the Toronto Dipenary by Dr. McPar-J. E. GRAHAM, M.., L R.C.P., Lond , Surgeon to the To- lane, Dr. George Wright, . r. F. H. Wright, and Dr. Zimmerman.rmoe General Hospital, Plhqsiciao tu the House of Providence, 1 Communications may, be ad dresed to
Lecturer on Pathology. 33o Yomre Street. WM. T. AIKINS, M.D., President,R. A. RBEVF, B.A., MD., Surgen to the Eye an I Ear fn-
jtrmary, Ophthalmic Surgen to the porouto Ueneru H.ospita', Hr ,78 Queen St. Wes.
and ChUidren's Hospitnf, Lecturer on Diseabes of the Eye and H. H WR:GHT, M D., Secretary,
Ear.- Corner of ghuter and Victoria Streeta. 10. ,ueen St. Eut.



A DVERTISEMENTS.

-ilThe New York Medical Journal.
JAMES B. HUNTER, M.D., EDITOR.

Published .Monthly. Voliumes begin in January and July.

"Among the numerous records of medicine and the collateral sciences published in America, the above
Journal occupies a high position, and dservedly so."-The Lancet (London).

"One of the best journals, by-the-by, published on the American continent. "-London Jedical Times
and Gazette.

"A very high-class journal."-London M1edical Mirror.
"The editor and the contributors rank anong our most distinguished medical men, and each number

contains matter that does honour to American medical literature."-Bosbn JournYl of Chemistry.
" Full of valuable original papers abounding in soientific ability. "-U/hicago Medical T'ines.
" Taking it ail through, its beauty of paper and print, its large-sized type, the high character of its

contributors, its general usefulness, we know no other periodical that we would ra her present as a specimen
of American skill and intelligence than the New York M dical Journal."-Franklin Repository.

" The New York Medieti Journal, edited by Dr. James B. Hanter, is on- of the stL-rlin, period'cals of
this country. The present editor has greatly improved the worg, and evinces a marked aptitude for the
responsible duties so well discharge 1. The contents of this journal are always interesting and mstruative
its original matter is often c assic in value, and the selected articles are excellent exponents of the progress
and truth of medical science." -Iichmnond and Louisville Aedical Journul.

T'ERMS-F'OUR DOLLARS PER~ ANNUMI.

Postage Prepaid by the Publishers. Subscriptions received for any period.

A specimen copy will be sent on receipt of thirty-five cents.
Very favourable Clib Rates made with any other journals.
Remittances, invariably in advance, should be made to the Publishers.

D. ATTLETON & 00., 5M9 an& 551 Broadway, Y. Y.

DR. SAYRE'S APPARATUS GEORGE H. SCHAFER & CO.,
»- ýw%"OR

Anchylosis of the Knee

JMIi REYHIERS&Co1
(Late of Otto & Reynders)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue,

,WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

jMANUF'ACTURERB 0F1

Manufacturers and Importers RU E P A A E I T I C A L S
of

,Sur-gical& Orthopædical

INSTRUMENTS,

Skiletonis and Anatomi-
cal Preparations.

Full Strength Fluid Extracts,

The Manufacture and Importation of the latest and most im-' Pepsine, Blstering Tissue, Mustard Papers, Etc
proved PesnBstrnTise utr aesEc

Orthopadical Appliances
AND

Sur gical Iistruments
A SPECIALTY.

W Illustrated Catalo:ue mailed on application.

FQaIfT airDgQ.Y. À0W;f.

-- 0--

rs Catalogue and Quarterly Price Listl sent ou

ula, with Stop-cock. application.Trocar and Can



ADVERTISEMENTS.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE,
CITY OF NEW YORK.

SBSSIONST 0F 1878--77.

THE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular
Winttr Session, and a Spiing Session.

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-1877 will open on Wednesday, September
13, 1876, and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of
didac ic lectures on special subjects and daily clinical lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the entire
Faculty. Students expecting to attend the Regular Session are strongly recomneinded to attend the Pre-
liminary Tern, but attendance during the latter is not required. Durinq the Preliminary Term, clinical and
didactic lectures will be given in precisely the samne number and order as in the Regular Session.

THE REdULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 27, 1876, and end about the lst
of March, 1877.

FACULTY.
ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D.,

Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases ot Women, and President of the Faculty.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., FuRDYCE BARKER, M.D.,

Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. 1 Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D.,
Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine

and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D.,

Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery, with
Diseases of Genito-Urinary System and

Clinical Surgery.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D.,

Professor of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dis-
locations, and Clinical Surgery.

ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D.,
Professor of Clinical and Operative Surgery.

WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D.,
Professor of Obstetries and Diseases of Women and

Caildren and Clinical Midwifery.

EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D.
Professor of Gynæcology.

WILLIAM M. POLK, M.D.,
Professor of Materia M1edica and Therapeutice, and

Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, JR.. M.D.,

Professor of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy,
and Secretary of the Faculty.

ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D.,
Prof. of General, Descriptive, and Surgical Anatomy.

R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M. D., LL.D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.,
Prof. of Pathological Anatomny and Histology, Diseases

of the Nervous System, and Clinical Medicine.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, etc.
HENRY D. NOYES, M.D., EDWARD G. JANEWAYM.D.,

Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology. Professor of Practical Anatony. (Demonstrator of
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Anatomy.)

Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical LEROY MILTON YALE, M.D.,
Juri-prudence. Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.

EDWARD L. KEYES, MD.,
Professor of Dermatology, and Adjuinct to the Chair A. A. SMITH, MD.,

of Principles of Surgry. Lecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine.
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BY DR. GEORGE W. BALFOUR, EDINBURGH.

Irregularity of the pulse is most frequently
associated with mitral stenosis or with gout ;
no doubt it is aiso associated with other cardiac

affections, or with apparently simple dyspepsia,

rarely, however, I think, unless these affections

or dyspepsia be associated with the gouty

dyscrasia. Simple intermittence, however,
stands in a somewhat different category; some-
times it is only an early indication of failure of

cardiac power dependent upon anrnia, over-

work, or worry, or upon valvular disease or

gout, but it is often a purely nervous pheno-
menon. In the former class of cases we have

the affection commencing by an intermission,

pulsation and nothing more; and sometimes
this takes place regularly without the patient
being in any respect conscious of it. Such cases
are of purely nervous origin, and arise from
sudden fright, grief, or anxiety ; and the inter-
mission thus produced, though for a time of
frequent recurrence, gradually dies out, and
sometimes disappears entirely, while in many
cases it remains permanent, though much more
iifrequent than at first. This form of inter-
mittence originates in the accidental coin-
cidence of fright or anxiety with a heart
congenitally or acquiredly feeble, or with
a nervous system from similar causes nnduly
impressionable. I have known it commence
with the shock of a railway accident, and in
that case the intermissions were at firat every
second beat, but in a few months came down to
one intermission in twenty beats, and I have
no doubt will ultimately disappear. Richard-
son has known it follow a shipwreck in one
instance, with a somewhat similar result, and

followed by a thump. As the disease progresses sndden grief, anxiety, or anger, in several
this thump becomes associated with a sensation other cases.

of tumbling, and by-and-by the irregularity and
inequality of the heart'saction reveals itself to the

sufferer by a rapid and irregular' succession of

thumps and tumbles of varying force. In the

clas of cases, however, to which I now refer, the

disease never progresses beyond the thumping

stage, and the thumps are not even very dis-

tinct ; the patient lias at the most an uncom-
fortable sensation in his cardiac region of vary-

ing intensity, lasting for less than a second, and

if we happen to feel the pulse at that moment
we become aware that this uncomfortable sen-

sation is ausociated with the omission of a

This form of intermission is simply au ex-
aggeration of what we have all probably felt at
one time or other when our heart has, for th4e
moment, stood still in tle face of any impend-
ing danger to ourselves or others. It is merely
an aggravated form of what our vernacular poet,
James Smith, has so graphically described as ip-
dicative of maternal anxiety:-

"My vera heart gaes, loup, loup,
Fifty times a day."

This " loup " being nothing but the perceptible
thump which succeeds a momentary inter-
mission, In nervous, and therefore impres-

1
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sionable individuals, now and then, there is no when we touch the tooth, and if we get leave

returning thump, the intermission, as Paddy to extract it his neuralgia is cured. The one

would say, becomes permanent, and we have man has toothache in his shoulder, the other

sudden death from emotional causes, of which dyspepsia in his heart. The cases are analo

not a few are upon record. At other times, gous, and teach us to put more faith in our own

partly from the intensity of the impression but careful examination than in the statements of
cbiefly from debility of the nervous system, any patient, which, let me add, however, there
this "loup," thump, or intermission, of whichi is no need to contradict. We are bound to cure

the loup is the most striking subjective symp- our patient if we can, but it would be both

tom, not only occurs under the instantaneous ex- thankless and dangerous to attempt to confute

citement of any emotion, but repeats itself, at all bis prejudices.
first at shorter, afterwards at longer intervals, In the intermittent pulse of infancy and
until at length it dies out under the reassertion of childhood little treatment is required ; the

the normal condition of the nervous system. bowels must be regulated if necessary, but

Now and then, however, it never dies out, but more by food and exercise than by medicine,

repeats itself so long as life continues. We for whatever enfeebles the framne tends to keep

may, however, be permitted to doubt in such up the intermittence. We must aiso by

cases if the emotional excitement have any moderate exercise in the open air, early hours,

other connection with the intermittence except plenty of sleep, and the- use of a nutritious but

simply as the accidental incentive to a series of unstimulating diet, seek to tone down any

actions already from other causes about to nervous instability, and to develop a state of

begin. Be that as it may, however, the con- rude unconscious health. The patient ought

nection between emotional excitement and mus- also to be warmly clad, and the use of quite

cular motility of a convulsive and rhythmical cold water as a bath avoided, as any nervous

character is not an unknown thing in other de- shock ought to be most carefully sbunned. If

partments of medicine ; and cardiac inter- any remedies seem needful, the bromide of
mittence and irregular action from emotional iron is a very useful eue, or in very irritable

causes, finds its counterpart in those imitative patients it may be necessary to bave recourse

choreas and epilepsies, which are of no infre- to the bromide of potassium, for a time at least.

quent occurrence, and bas even no very distant In patients affected with cardiac disease, we

connection with the vagaries of the convulsion- of course regard the irregular pulse as a mere

naires and choreomaniaces of the Middle Ages. symptom, and treat the central lesion upon

In the treatment of intermittent or irregular which it depends whatever that may be. In

pulse, we must be guided very much hy the by far the larger proportion of cases it will be

condition of the patient, and the existence of found to be mitral stenosis, as I have already

any actual cardiac disease, or of any irritation told you ; and as the irregular action accom-

éapable of reflexly producing such irregularities. panying this lesion is merely a sign of cardiac

And this we must carefully ascertain for our- debility, what we require to do in these cases

selves, and never trust to the mere statements is simply to slow and steady the heart's action,

of the patient; because there is nothing more increasing at the same time the force cf its

common than for a dyspeptic patient to say, "I muscular contractions. A thîs we can do
never have a headache ; I may eat and drink most effectually by the judicions use of digitalis,

what I please, my stomach never troubles me." se much se, that in a few days the patient will

True, but his beart does; and careful examina- express hiniseif as feeling a new man, aud he

tion will discover that his stomach is not so will not much mind any little remains of irre-

perfect as he represents it to be. It is precisely gularity, wbich it may be difficult if not im-

the same with him as with a patient with possible altogether to renove. Of course,

neuralgia of the shoulder-joint and a decayed though digitalis in small, repeated, tonic doses,

molar-tooth. " You need not look there," he must he our main stand-by in these cases, other

says,"' I never have toothache." But he winces drugs as subsidiary agents are frequently of great
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importance, and must be used pro re nata; of Liebig's extract of beef, washes out the

such as carbonate of ammonia, when bronchitic stomich, prevents the accumulation of flatu-

rhonchi are present; squill if there be much lence, and often proves most useful in stimu-

oedema-if only a little we nay safely trust its lating the compleirn of digestion and the

removal to the digitalis ; arsenic if there be emptying of the stomach.

much cardiac pain, which there seldom is in Alcohol is the one domestic remedy which

these cases; bromide of potassium, with or exercises the most potent influence upon an ir-

without morphia-subcutaneously or other- regular and intermittent heart; it is, however,
wise-if there be much nervous restlessness; one which must be used with caution, because

and iron in some form or other if anoemia be a excess in its use is apt to perpetuate and in-

prevalent symptom. crease the very evil it is emiployed to cure.

When, however, intermittent or irregular Still, molerately employed, its action is not
cardiac action comes to be a subject for medical only palliative, but to a certain extent curative ;
treatment apart from cardiac disease, the heart only it must be employed in moderate doses,
may still be soothed and steadied by small 1 and in those forms which contain fewest sub-

doses of digitalis if necessary, but the treat- stances likely to disagree, and these are in the

ment falls mainly under three heads-First, to main go)d sound claret, and pure whisky free

remove the cause if possible; second, to brace from fusel oil or all injurious impurity.

up the whole organism; and, third, to soothe Next to these comes sound sherry, neither

the nervous system. If the cause be mental, too dry nor the reverse, but of medium

such as grief or anxiety, all our care will fre- quality. Porter, ale, and beer are useful enough

quently be baffled, and our success will usually at times, as well as all other alcoholic fluids,

depend not so much upon our remedies as upon but as a rule are not to be commended, though

our influence, and also upon the amount of mental in every case we must be guided by the idiosyn-

firmness originally possessed by our patient, crasy, the purse, and the convenience of our

and whether he is still capable of being roused patient. The object we seek to attain is to pro-

to exertion. In nervous shocks fron anger or vide a nutritive, diffusible stimulant, slightly

fright, we have a potent help in the narcotic narcotic or sedative in its qnalities, and one the

needle, which timeously employed abbreviates components of which shah disturb digestion as

the period of shock, and lessens its subsequent iittie as possible, whiie we also take care that

influence, besides giving the patient confidence the quantity introduced shah net be sufficient

in our resources and in their power to relieve materiaily to interfere in this way. About

him; the dose of morphia injected must, bow- two ounces of absolute aicohol is the most that

ever, be a full one, and such as is sufficient to can be introduced into the systeni in one day

ensure sound sleep for some hours. We must without detriment, but this may be given

in every case caution the patient against all de- in divided doses, and in varions forma, se-

pressing agencies, such as excess in venereal according to the requirements of the patient.

• pleasure, excess in tobacco-smoking, too much Coffee, but especialiy tea, are excessiveiy inju-

work, especially intellectual work, all worry or nous to such neurotic patients; tbey ouglt,

excitement of any kind, and we must prescribe therefore, to be avoided, and a French breakfast,

abundance of sleep, fresh country air, plenty of with meat, fruit, and ciaret, wili be found te

sunlight, perfect quiet, light amusing occupa- suit sueh a patient much botter than our or-

tion, and nutritious diet in small quantities at dinary one with tea for its principal beverage

regular intervals, suited to the requirements but if preferred, hot sup with a littie weil-

and capacities of our patient. But no solid boiled rice wiIi answer equally weil in most

food should be given at a less interval than four cases. For lunch a tumblerful of milk and

hours, so as to avoid in troducing fresh food into Carrara water, a glass of beer, or a basin of

a stomach still containing undigested material, aoup, according to taste. For dinner, plain

as nothing is more injurious; but a tumblerful reast or chop, vegettbes in moderation, no

of bot water, or a large teaý;upfu1 of bot solution pudding, and two or three glasses of coaret, or
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a couple of glasses of sherry, will be found very are often useful, soda, potass, or lime in the

serviceable. No tea, and at night a glass of form of lime-water, often gives great relief, but

whisky and potass water, with or without a never produces smch a permanent effect as the

biscuit. This is a sort of model diet for such cases, acids ; occasionally the alkaline treatment may

which must be varied to suit each individual be combined with the acid one with advantage,

case. We must, especially in this climate, the acids being given before food, the alkaline

secure that whatever is taken in the morning i from half an hour to an hour subsequent to a

be sufliciently stimulating to enable the patient meal, and with these we may combine the use

to withstand the cold-especiallyin the winter- of podophylline in quarter grain doses, with a

and to soothe him under the unavoidable third of a grain of ipecacuan, and a quarter of

worries of life. To this end, if soup be pre- a grain of belladonna, which in enfeebled

ferred for breakfast, a glass of sherry, or a table- patients unloads the liver, and relieves the

spoonful of brandy stirred into the white of an right side of the heart without purging. If tor-

egg previously dissolved in a little water with pour of the liver be more marked, then small

a pinch of sugar, will be found a most agree- doses of blue pill and aloes just sufficient gently

able and useful lunch. What we must avoid is to move the bowels are most useful. If torpour

the production of a catarrhal condition of of the colon be the chief apparent ailment, the

stomach, or its keeping up, if it already exist, long-continued use of Barbadoes aloes in srmall

as to that, more perhaps than to anything else, doses, with sulphate of iron, hyoscyamus, and

is due the persistence of intermittent cardiac nux vomica, answers very well; and if much

action. But in these cases alcohol is really a flatulence be present, we may substitute a

remedial agent from which we can obtain more couple of grains of the compound galbanum pill

good than from any other drug, only it must for the hyoscyamus with advantage; or if gout

be used as a drug, with caution. Definite be the fundamental ailment, then small doses

rules only apply to definite cases, but there of the ascetic extract of colchicum with Barba-

are three grand rules which apply to every case, 1 does aloes, both in such doses as shall insure no

and these are, that the alcohol must be given in more than one stool a little more bulky or looser

a digestible as well as stimulating form, in than usual, and continued daily or every second

divided doses throughout the day, and never in day for some time, will be found most useful.

excess, otherwise we shall increase the evil we When hSmatinic tonic is required, as will be

desire to cure. the case in most instances, the citrate of

What we desire to do in such cases is to brace quinine and iron will be found to be nildest,

up the general system, at the same time pro- and the one most useful in ail cases, while

tecting it from injurious influences. Warm Easton's syrups of the phosphates of strych-

clothing, therefore, is a necessity, and cold nine, quinine, and iron, is the most powerful,

sponging of the chest, especially every morn- and if continued in drachm doses twice a day

ing; but bathing, particularly sea-bathing, for several months, will often effeet a most

must be shunned as dangerous, the shock being wonderful improvement in the patient's heslth,

only too apt to produce in such cases, spasm of and in the state of bis heart; that it May do so

the heart, cramp as it is so often called, which we must be careful to have ah the catarrh of

is so instantaneously fatal that the patient the stomach removed in the flrst place, sud the

sinks, but is not drowned-he is dead before he hiver also acting freely, otherwîse this toiýic will

sinks. not ouly not do much good, but occasionally

The drugs which will be found most useful seems to do harm.

vary with each case ; pepsine in doses of 10 or Whenever, from the state of the patient, aud

15 grains with each meal seems to do good the defective excretion of ureagout seems to ho

always, but beyond that we must be guided by impending, the niost important remedy will be

subsidiary symptoms. If there be much found to be the free administration of coîchi-

catarrhal irritation of the stomach, nitric or chum along with sîkalies.

nitro.hydrochloric acid sqd calumba or quassia Although for temporary purposes there is to
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sedative equal te the subcutanèous injection of
Squire's solution of the bimeconate of morphia,
yet for continuous use as a nervine sedative

bromide of potassium far surpasses it, but it
must be given in full doses, from half a drachm
to a drachm three times a day, till its full seda-
tive effect is secured.

You will see then, that for the relief of inter-
mittent and irregular cardiac action, we must en-
deavour first to determine the lesion upon which
it depends, cardiac or otherwise, and we must
treat this with due regard to the organic de-
bility to which that lesion owes its injurious
efficiency, and we must meanwhile not forget
that between the cause and its effect we have
the nervous system as a connecting link, and
that by modifying or interrupting this connec-
tion, whicli we often can do by the judi-
cious use of sedatives and narcotics of various
kinds, we may cause to cease, or at all events
mitigate the results pending our attempts
at cure.

Cardiac palpitation is only too frequently
dependent upon similar causes as irregular
action, and is to be treated accordingly, 'espe-
cially by such means as shall restore a normal
tone to the heart and to the organism generally.
Now and then, however, an apparently acci-
dental though violent attack of palpitation
seems dependent upon acidity of the stomach,
and can often be at once relieved by an antacid
draught of soda, potass, or ammonia; and indeed
not only palpitation, but also some of the minor
fforms of irregular action are promptly relioved
by a draught containing a drachm of aromatic
spirits of ammonia, with or without an equal
quaûtity of tincture of valerian, or failing that,
by a tablespoonful of whisky or brandy,
with a teaspoonful of carbonate of soda,
in about a wineglassful of water, just enougli
not wholly to drown the miller, as we say in
Scotland.

Epigastrie pulsation depending on irritability
of the abdominal aorta is a local neurosis not
always apparently dependent on dyspep-
sia, nor to be relieved by tonics. I have,
hdivever, found it alnost invariably to yield to
fuit doses of the bromide of potassium in some
bitter infusion such as calumba, gentian, or
hiretta The only- exception to this that I re-

member seeing was that .of a woman, in whom
this excessive abdominal pulsation was accom-
panied by a preternatural hardness of that part
of the artery, probably due to atheromatous
disease and in her case large doses of the iodide
of potassium gave great relief, though nothing
had any permanently curative effect.

In connection with the subject-of increased
cardiac action generally, I may mention, that
while increased action is liable to follow any
unusual exertion. such as climbing a stair or
going up a bill, both in hearts valvularly dis-
eased and also in those which are simply weak,
palpitation or irregular action occurring while
the -patient is at rest is by no means to be re-
garded as a certain symtom that a heart is only
weak or gouty, because of course hearts valvu-
larly diseased are always weak, and often gouty
and therefore liable to present the symptoms of
both diseased.and also of- simply feeble bearts.
There is, however, one peculiarity by which the
valvularly diseased heart may be perfectly dis-
criminated from a simply weak heart, and that
is, that while palpitation or cardiac discomfort
occurring as the result of exertion in a heart
valvularly diseased can never be relieved by
anything but rest, the same results following
exertion in the feeble heart of a nervous or
gouty individual are frequently calmed down by
an emotional excitement, especially of a plea-
surable kind, such as meeting a friend, or the
sight of anything novel or attractive, or even,
strange te say, by a more violent exertion. Thus a
man with a heart merely valvularly diseased is
net likely to have any disconfort unless he
meets with a slight ascent in his walk, when he
is at once brought up, and must rest; but a
man with a gouty or feeble heart, though he too
may be " afraid of that which is high," and may
also suffer during the ascent, yet lias his palpi-
tation at once relieved by any-emotional excite-
ment, and if he be seized with sudden palpita-
tion while walking slowly.on the level, he will

often find it disappear at once if he takes a
short race to the next lamp-post: the heart

beats the faster for the exertion, but the palpi-
tation is gone, affording an example of a very
peculiar form of inhibition, which probably only
those can truly appreciate who have experienced
it.-Edinburgh Medical Journal.



TREATMENT OF SUNSTROKE BY THE "Quinine had been constantly recommended

SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTiON OF 1 in cases of this nature, and, as a syringe was at

QUININE. hand, it was determined to introduce the drug

BY sURGEON. . R. HALL. subcntaneously. The effect was closely watched,
and after the irst injection the pulse at the

Armyl Medical Department. iwrist was -felt to flicker this encouraged a
The experience of several medical officers in further trial, and the resalt was so satisfactory

India is now apparently suflicient to prove that that a third injection was accomplished. Within
the hypodermic injection of quinine in heat a few minutes the circulation was fully estab-
apoplexy is the the most successful method of lished, the man sat up, stared vacantly about,
treatment that las yet been adopted. I have and recognized those standing near.
had conversations with several wlio have used "It is only necessary to add, that within
it; and a friend of mine, a Surgeon-Major, half an hour from the time when the first in-
recently returned home, said to me :-" If there jection took place the patient was partaking of
is anything in the practice of niedicine which inatton trotb, and vas artly feeding himself.
may be described as magical, it is the effect of .1e soon fell intos confortable leep that the
the subcutaneous injection of quinine in sun- medical officers were at liberty te leave him, and
stroke." Records of a good niany recoveries on the arrivai cf the train, at seven o'clock la the
have been published ; but as a typical case, I evening, at Goolturga lie was practically con-
select the following one recorded -by Surgeon- valescent. On reaching Kirkee next morning
Major T. C. O'Leary, M.B., Royal Horse lie juirped eut cf the hospital carnage, and
Artillery, in the " Annual Medical Report cf wou d have marchec te barracks bad lie been

the Army for the year 1872." As I presume I
most of the readers of the Practitioner do not IThejolting cf the carnage did net permit a

see this blue-hook, I insert the case here in mce calculation te te made cf the quantity cf

full I quinine introduced at each injection, tut the
"~A man of the D brigade, Royal Horse apothecary was cf opinion that five grains in al

Artillery, was, with others, unavoidably ex- must have een passed under the skia. No

posed in shifting baggage at the break formed by ulceration teck place at the points of entrance
the Kistna river, on the line between the cf the needies."

Madras and Bombay Presidencies. He was During the month cf Ma.y, 1869, ny fniend,

Young, healthy, and had not been drinking.y Cnhaty nadntbe nnig Mr. Walter Kerr Waller, of Calcutta, told me
The train was about to start at three o'clock in that lie had been very successful lu treating aun-
the afternoon, from Raichare, when he stroke bydoses cf 20 or 30 grainsof quinine given

staggered up to the carriage set apart for the by the stcmach, and advised me te try it. A
sick, and asked for admission, saying ' he was short time afterwards,
dying.' The bell had rung, and no time was to driver of my battery, at Barrackpore, near

be lost. The water chatties were filled, a lump Calcutta, whe was a patient la hospital, and
of ice procured, and the two medical officers vhô was knocked down wlth heat apeplcxy

accompanying thé Brigade entered the carriage atout five o'clock in the aftcrnoon. 1 found hlm
with him. The cold douche was assiduously completely comatose, vith dilated pupils, ster-
employed. ice was applied at the nape, and fric- torons treathing, face very much flnshed, skin
tion of the limbs kept up. Though the'tempe- cf body red and burning kot, pulse fula
rature of the surface was brought to its rapid. 1 dissolved 20 grains cf'quinine in 20

natural standard, the patient was making no rinims cf dite suiphurie acid, and atout 3
rally, and the heart's action was rapidly failing. ezs. cf water, and attempted te make hlm swah
Stimulants could with much difliculty be ad- low it; bût in vain. I therefore thought it'à
ministered, as the jaws were firmly closed, and good opportunity for trying the hypodermi
complete insensibility was almost estatlished mehod.
ln short, th case wastbecoming desperate. A solution of 5 grains cf squinine i 5 minimth
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of dilute sulphuric acid, and 50 minims of

water, was put under his skin, in different
places, about the shoulders. Within one hour
the heat of surface Lad perceptibly de-
creased; he steadily imnproved during the nigbt,
was quite sensible next morning, and re-1
covered without any bad symptoms. As far as
I an aware, this was the first case in which
quinine was tylpodermically employed. Surgeon
J. Anderson, at present with the " Chestnut
troop " of Royal Horse Artillery, shortly after-
wards, in the same hospital, treated a case with
equally satisfactory resuilts. I attended five
cases of heat apoplexy at Barrackpore, and em-
ployed this metlod, and they all recovered.

Now, as to the condition of the patient, and
the way iii which the remedy acts. Heat, at
first, acts as a stimulant on the vaso-motor
centres, causing the heart to beat more forcibly
and rapidly. But after a long time, the over-
stimulated centres become exhaused ; then the
capillary vessels are dilated fully. This con-
dition is now generally recognized as one of
real debility. A writer in the Lancet of Febru-
ary 3, 1872, under the bead of " Therapeutic
Traditions," remarks :-"For the old idea, that
sensible heat of skin with redness of the face
in itself imphies strength of constitution, no
authority remains; the obvions fact being that
surface redness means vaso-motor paralysis."
One prominent symptom is noticed in heat
apoplexy ; that with increased amount of blood
in the skin, there is entire suppression of per-
8piration. The sudoriparous glands have ap-
parently lost their power of action. -I have an
idea that the pathological conditions of heat
apoplexy, and the secondaryfever of cholera are
very like one another, each a state of ex-
haustion, the consequence of previous stimula-
tion, and that in both these states stimulants
and quinine do good.-Practitioner

SIR WILLIAM FERGussoN AND Dr. ARTHUR
}ARRE.-We are happy to be able to report
that Sir William Fergusson continues to im-

prove and to regain strength. le drives out
daily, and at the end of the month lie will go to
his-home in Scotland. We are very glad to
say also that Dr. Farre is making very favour-
able progress towards recovery.

DEATH FROM RUPTURE OF A VERY
SMALL INTRA-THORACIC AINEUR-
ISM.

BY JOHN C. THOROWGOOD, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
Physician to Victoria-park Io-pital for Diese of the Chest;

Lecturer on Materia X1edica ai !#iddliesez Jlospital.

Mr. T. H., aged forty-two years, whom I had
known for some five years as a dlentist rising
into considerable practice, came to nie one
morning in April last, complaining of very
severe pain whenever he swallowed food. The
seat of the pain appeared to be about the car-
diac orifice of the stoinacli, and as soon as the
morsel swallowed had entered the stomach the
pain ceased.

The onxly ailment for which I had been called
in before bad been obstinate pains, hike those
of rheumatism, about the body generally. asso-
ciated with profuse night-sweats. Of late the
health had been remarkably good, and flesh hiad
been gained to some extent. So little import-
ance did the patient attach to the pain on
swallowing food, that he was contemplating an
excursion into the country on the very day on
which I was consulted ; but from this intention
I dissuaded hini. It was about April 16 when
I saw him for the symptom just alluded to, and
at that time the pulse was 96, tongue clean,
spirits good. Careful examination showed
some little increase or hepatic dullness towards
left; no cardiac murmur, but second sound
seemed unduly loud ; no cough; breath-sounds
normal ;, no vomiting; bowels open. Patient
told me that some years ago he had had a simi-
lar attack of pain in swallowing, attributed to
congestion of liver, which in a few days passed
away. I prescribed a powder of hydrargyrum
c. cretâ and pulv. ipecac. co. at bed-time, and
an antacid laxative mixture. Three days later
he was no better. The pulse was small ; at
one time it would be 96, and six hours later
would fall to 72 or thereabouts. A motion
from the bowels was described to nie as inky
black. These symptoms alarmed ie more than
they seemed to do my patient, but he promised
to rest and take the dose of tincture of opium
which I ordered. Nothing new in the way of
physical signs.

On April 21, at 9.30 a.m., just as I was leav-
ing for a distant visit to the country, my poor
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friend came to me in much suffering. The
pulse was 96. Tongue clean. Bowels loose,
but motions not unhealthy in appearanc.e The
pain was now complained of in the back and
under the right shoulder. Feeling very uneasy
about him, I recommended him at once to see
Dr. Andrew, who made a careful examination,
and detected a murmur audible below the
xiphoid cartilage, and so down to umbilicus,
where it ceased. Later in the day this murmur
could not be heard.

Towards the evening of Friday, April 21,
the suffering of the patient iiåcreased fearfully;

-and Mr. Maunder, who was called in, injected

one-fourth of a grain of acetate of morphia into
the tissue of the arm. After this a short miti-
gation of pain took place, with a sensation as if
something had given way in the chest; and
presently great collapse came on, relieved for a

time by an injection of brandy into the rectum,
but ultimately fatal at 9.30 p.m., on the 21st.

Dr. Andrew was of opinion that death was

due te the rupture of an aneuritm. The cor-

rectness of this opinion was proved by the post-

mortem examination made by Dr. Andrew, Mr.
Maunder, and myself on the 23rd.

On opening the abdomen we found nothing
worthy of remark; but, on proceeding te open

the thorax, blood-stained fluid ran out from the
right pleural cavity, and from this cavity was

removed a large quantity of this bloody fluid,
mixed with clot. Behind the descending part

of the aortic arch was felt a solid mass, which

on examination proved to be formed by the]

posterior mediastinum stuffed with clotted,

blood, and this blood had forced its way down

the mediastinum, and must, by its pressure,
have been the cause of the pain complained of

at the cardiac orifice of the stomach. The

parietal pleura on the right side had given way
on the spine close above the diaphragm.

Just below the origin of the left subclavian

artery was a, small aneurismal pouch on the

posterior aspect of the aorta, which bad ulcera-

ted into the mediastinum and formed a swelling
of latrinated blood-clot. Just below this was

another small aneurismal swelling. which had

not ruptured, and was large enough to admit

the tip of a finger. The aorta was very athero-

matous. The escape of blood in the right pleu-

ral sac must have taken place very shortly be-
fore death, for certainly on the morning of the
21st there was no evidence of anything like

pleuritic effusion on that side. The intensely
severe pain during the last fev hours of life we
thought due te the tension caused by the blood
dissecting and forcing its way down the tissues
of the posterior mediastinum.

It would not have been easy to have recog-
nised by physical signs during life a small an-
eurism, not bigger than a smnall walnut, on the
posterior part of the descending thoracic aorta.
It is, however, not improbable that the attacks
of pain in the limbs which occasionally came on
in the winter might have been connected with
some pressure-effects of the sinall aneurism in
its early and formative stage.

It is not very uncommon to meet with cases
of pain of long standing about the thorax and
arms, which eventually proves te be associated
with some form of intra-thoracie tumour, caus-
ing pressure, and so stretching and irritating
certain nerves.-Mted. Times and Gazette.

TREATMENT oF DIPHTHERIA.-Dr. Cesare
Ciattaglia gives an instructive communication
on the cure of diphtheria in the Gazetta Mledica
di Roma, wbich is abstracted in the Lancet.
For some time he bas been successful in treat-
ing it with the chlorate of potash internally
and the application of the hydrate of chloral
to the false membranes. With these he com-
bines a tonic and restorative diet. To children
of 3-6 years of age he administers the chlorate

of potash in doses varying from 10-15 grammes
a day dissolved in 140 of water ; while the
hydrate of chloral, in the proportion of 4 gram-
mes of the hydrate dissolved in 20 grammes of
glycerine, is painted over the diphtheritic
patches three or four times a day. For adults
the dose of the chlorate of potash is 20 grammes
(300 grains). Dr. Ciattaglia points out the
certaintv with which the application of glycerine
solution of hydrate of chloral arrests the pr-
gress of the formation of the false membranes
He disclaims any pretension to originality in
the nature of the above remedies, since thé
chlorate of potash was introduced by Vogel,
and Ferrini suggested the use of the hydrate of
chloral dissolved in glycerine.-Lancet.



OfN THE TREATMENT OF MENINGEAL extent of the hemorrhage is so imperative that

HEMORRHAGE. any secondary or remote risk uust not for the
moment be considered.

in tie recapitulation at the close of an able
article on. hemorrhage in the meninges by Dr.
Jas. F. Goodhart, in Guy's Hospital Reports,
he says:

"1. It is a disease of old age, and as such in
a large proportion of cases is ussociated with
renal disease, a large heart, and bad arteries,
and that the arterial tension is therefore high.

" 2. It also occurs in young people when the
heart is enlarged from valvular disease, not in-
frequently from an aneurîsm in one of the
larger cerebral trunks, occasionally from embol-
ism, occasionally in purpura.

" 3. It is a disease which not infrequently is
recovered from.

" 4. The gray matter of the convolutions
often gives evidence of considerable deteriora-
ion, even in cases which have apparently re-

covered.
" To relieve the high tension which is so

prolific a source of cerebral hemorrbage, no
remedy is so effectual as free purgation; and I
think there can be no doubt that this means
should always be resorted to, both as a means
of prevention, which, if carefully guided, may
avert the danger of an impending stroke, and
which, even when the seizure has come, May
yet do much good by lessening the blood-pres-
sure, and so avert further bleeding.

"From the saine point of view it seems .to
me that venesection is a sound practice, and
should be adopted, unless there are any special
contra-indications which the particular case
under treatment may suggest. It is a rapid
way of relieving arterial tension, and rapidity
is required when hemorrhage has occurred, and
the pulse still keeps bard and strong. Ice should
at the sane time be applied to the head, and
the head and shoulders should be raised. By
so doing the circulation is reduced locally to its
quietest, and risk of further bleeding guarded
against as mnuch as is possible.

"To advocate the use of cold locally might
seem rather contradictory to the practice which
,ould be suggested by the remarks I have
made on the cause of sudden death in some of

,tlese cases; and so it is; but to restrain the

"With regard to the large heart, I should
feel disp sed, if the other measures were not
sufficient, to rely upon the administration of
the tinct. of aconite. When the extravasation
occurs in valvular disease of the heart and iW
embolism, but little can be done beyond apply-
ing the general rules of treatment .which are
applicable in this or that state of the heart.

"When, however, meningeal apoplexy occurg
in young people, and an embolism is probable,
the possibility of the existence of an aneurism
nust be remembered, and an effort made to
establish or negative its presence. An intra-
cranial aneurism has already been diagnosed
during life, so that it is possible in some cases
to diagnose one again, and in such a case it
might even be necessary to obtain the surgeon's
aid with reference to the possibility of cure or
relief by operation.

" Lastly, I would lay especial stress on the
fact that these hemorrhages are probably often
present without being suspected; that they
occur from apparently trivial accidents; and
that if care is not exercised, cases- which might
have perfectly recovered pass on into a state of
permanent degeneration of. the gray matter of
the brain, and even into states of chronic in-
flammation of the brain and its membranes,
thus leading ultimately to confirmed epilepsy,
to insanity, and even to death. It really then
becomes most important after any severe knock
on the head, associated with any brain symptoins
whatever, but especially where headache is coma-
plained of, or if the slightest intellectual im-
pairment is noticed after the injury, that pro-
longed rest an'd quiet to the cerebral circulation
should be enforced; and it need hardly be said
that this is to be procured not merely by avoid-
ance of much intellectual and bodily exercise,
but aiso by the strictest moderation in eating
and drinking."

The taste of quinine is admirably disguised
by the Aromatic Elixir of Licorice. It removes
in a great measure the difficulty of administer-
ing tiis drug to cbildren.
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sense, te reasnn tiiat a sore is as independent a

____ ___ lesion as at brtiised eye ;'accounit for it as a-ri

TREATMENT OF INDOLENT ULCERS. c b C
by swallowviiig, without li~ttothe history

BY GEORGE L. BEARDSLEY, A. M., M. D. i

Few can take issue with me that this kind the possibility of the blood as at fault; and

is the most refractory. It not only resists stock confidence in sone vash of Indian fame,

change, but vill often promise obedience and or some salve stit'red and blessec by an ante-

fairly commence repair, when, suddenly, the diluvian dame. Tue sooner this superstition is

granulations collapse and wither, and the scouted the better. Ferurented liquors a

face, which had begun to contract, soon has first to be forbidcn. Nine-tenths of ulcer

outskirts as free as hefore. The reason for these criples are whisky bibbcrs or iedestriaa beer-

freaks is not se much the perversees cf the tubs. To cpictres -or Iachigh livers, a diet

inflammation, nor any extraordinary acridity of strictly vegetable aheitatinceous is to be

the discharges; 'but a paucity Or poverty cf the acapted. A change f rom animal to fl fod is
bioos con fide nc i some wash i- n- o I ndia me ,

or1JUJ ft some esalve streandbesdbyanne

val, the tone of the economy is sonehow e- nîust b iscontinanueda. The purpose, iin brief,

graded. Irritation can never, ver se, breed a is to lessen the exces cf fibrin, and to a rnihi-

chronic ulcer. 'It wants the help cf flabby late the gouty diathesis. The converse hlds

fibre and poory oxygenated blood. The sore, ftr the poor in body. " Hire we must add

tien, proves asthenic (affaiblisr ent), with a wealth t the blood. The proble, it rnust be

species of toxicohSinia. confessed, is not easy. Sparse means face the

blood.'ie Lon nira ther caser anoude ihe cryi-

Th way toe heal it is teo intsrfere with tbe C

liberties f the noxions intruder, te make it the tissues at th injustice doue them goes un-

abort. iMercury resolves this force very well, hîisbed. It is ne marvel, thon, thât the crop

particularly when combined with iodine To cf ulcers are the most exubrant with the labour

such a modifying influence on the od, the ir.g population. Yot some variation in diet eau

use cf chalybeates, te correct any inertia, is te b plannod. Fresh meat and fruits, ith the

be advised. Cod-live ou pays god interest coroal produts, are withi the reacit cf the 

alie. Its employxient in these cases forced it- purses of the majority, and store tho blooc i

self on me by virtue of its nutriont properties. god dogree with its appropriate funds.

Far am I frein being a sanguine apost e cf the The laws of clanliness Toust bo nforced

faith that this oit acts as a solvent cf deposits. -ndolent ulcors cohabit with the dirty classe.

us phthisis it is useful only because t sup- The skia.n is always diseasod, oithor because

plants a loss cf il globules ; and I have fancied charged witharmis of aari or through absorp

some atalogy btween the disassimilation in tien ef font exudations. Eczema and scorbuti-

tuberculosi and ulceratien, se far as a prone- rash s are firin friends te theso sores. Soap

nes te waste is concerned. An indolent ulcer sud- without stint wioI fake the reai estt

If t o yers' standing cicatrizd in three woeks shrink in value, while suphur and akalie

undor the exclusive administration of the cil. baths edil restor' respectability te the degradd

Even. ahen it faila y te build up the wearid intogumont. The clothing is te ho changed

fibres, it seets to fcrtify the sArrounding flcd every day and diinfctd.

against subsequent inroads, by supplying it In the topîcal treatment, thero are threeâi

with an extra amount of pabulum. It is, in a dications: 'a) te keep the border frei ura,

word, food, not Medicine. ing induratod, (b> to stimulato, (c).te supp 4

The diet is to be changed at the outset. No ulcor can hoal if its boitis thick or

Patients, especially the illiterate, bolt at be- with lymph. It is just this bard tissue th&,

lieving that errors of living or the quality of bas none of the groundwork for cicatrizatin

food do much in-provoking disrders of health. and ia te le remevod. Poulticing was the

They are led, with ne, corpunctions of good ,plan. Its success lay im its creating a soU
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and then resort was had to stimulants. Blis-

tering is advocated, after the sanie idea. Ail
tiese agents, incluling nitric acid and Vientia

paste, merely kill, do not arrest future effu-
sions. A slough does ino service, unless by its

departure it relieves the tension of otherwise

sound tissue ; in this it generally fails. No
better expedient offers than a free incision of

the base and welt-like boider. The gashes

should be in parallel lines, and vary in numtber
according to the size of the sore. Hot vater,
with liq. sode cllorin. (3iij to Oj), should then
flood the wound. If the tissue gives to the
knife a sense of resistance, as in cutting parch-
ment, excise all the parts, and essay to convert
the ulcer into a wound. This donc, one of two
methods may follow. Expose the bleedin'g
surface to currents of air from a bellows, or
lay on lint soaked in ice-water; and as soon as
the oozing has ceased, bring the edges into con-
týet by adhesive strips, and cover with collodion,
in the hope 'that the wound will heal by first
intention. This procedure is confined to small

ulcers. The other plan is to force cicatrization.
This is attempt-. by lotions that are cleansing
and stimulating. The policy is to instil into the
lax tissue enough vigour to enable it to throw
off a strong plasma, and is directed to ulcers
whose territory is less circumscribed. The
solutions of copper and zinc are in this respect
profitable, and must be slightly caustic in their

impression, No astringent effect is wanted, as
it is not presumed that on a wound thus manu-
factured any surplus of secretion can show a
need for repression. Tinct. capsici (3j to aq.

,j) fires the papillæ successfully. The Peru
bals. is a ready agent. It is to be mixed with

glycerine and dropped on oakum. Poured clear

into the wound, it is not entertained as plea-

santly, on account of its viscosity. Carbolic

acid in ashes serves a double purpose. *While

they goad the granulations legitimîately, they

neutralize all traces of fetor.
If the knife is not' allowed, thiroughi the bias

Of the party or from the proximity of the sore
to vessels of size, the edges may be softened or

rMade less callous by ointments. The glycer-
amayls are the neatest preparation. Cod-liver
öil paste works graciously. My objection to

all, cerates is their rancidity. As found in

shops, they are acid through fermentation. An

unguent is supposed to possess the powet of

mollifying the raw tissue, and to restrain the

laudable pus from evaporating. Hence they

must be fresh, or compounded at the time

ordered. As all samples*are so unreliable, the

animal oils are my choice. An excellent remedy

to make the margin tender is iodine ; painting

with the tincture several times a week acts

often as a specific. If the thickening is quite

deep, the crystals, dissolved in glycerine, take

bold better. The iodide of lead used in this

way works a similar reform.

The last measure is electrolysis. To some it

may appear that in advocating the pertinence

of electrical currents te " old sores " I have

been on a hunt for some novel dodge, and have

gone mad -with enthusiasm, like a few of my

brethren, on the miraculous and unmeasured

force conserved in this agent. I am not gener-

ons enough to believe that electricity can ever

vindicate more than a sixth of the remedial

coercion credited to it. It was solely an experi-

ment that led me into the trick of trying such

persuasions on indolent ulcers, and my scepti-
cismi lias not been sustained by the trial. Elec-

tricity is to be recommended only in the first

stage of the induration. When the borders be-

couie tough and puckered, it is useless, After

an acquaintance daily for two weeks with either

current, the tissue will feel soft and tako steps

to contraction. An ulcer on the inner malleolus,
which bad turned against various forms of medi-

cation, succumbed to the sole presentation of

electricity. Four other cases that were pen-

sioners on my surgical beneficence for six to ten

months recovered under the same auspices.

In the preceding remarks on the ways to

abolish . indurated margins, it was consented

that the work of cicatrization could not go on

so long as contraction was neglected.' The fault

may also be with the granulations. If these are

insensible or ash-coloured, or spiout so rapidly

as to daingle frou the base, they should be dis-

turbed and a better crop favoured. Granula-

tions must be instructed to grow slowly, closely,

and to secrete pus moderately. If all pro-

gressed thus, exudation cells would change

without help to epithelial, the sore would

shrink, and its investment blend with the mar-
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ginal structures. The granulations, then, may are preferred, they must be selected of. flannel
be so weak as to-need encouragement. Often or calico, and starched and dried. The length
they are suddenly absorbed, or form so late and for the leg is four yards. Strips wider than
tediously'as to waste their strength in endea- three inches are unwieldy. The limb must be
vours to grow. Stimulating dressings are then washed; and dusted with prepared chalk before
imperative. Wine of tar, decoction of pulsatilla, the roller is started ; and when the bandages
diluted alcohol and copper washes are the most encircle joints, surfaces uneven or exposed to
serviceable. The " citrine ointment " or the friction, cotton batting may be slipped under
nitric acid lotion answers by evasion of a trial the circles. Begin at the nedio-tarsal junction,
of new pharmaceutical products. Iodoform and fasten the first ring; lead the second or lap
works often as a specific on these sores. Dry it half an inch ; carry the roller across the in-
lint should top the sore to keep the pus from step, making it return on the opposite half, at
drying, and to defend the sensibility of the the same angle; proceed, describing the same
granulations. If these soar too high or thicken belts up the leg, or to the sore. All the plaits
ranks rapidly, we must thin and curb them. must be wound smoothly, within two inches of
The question is, When ? My rule leads me, the ulcer, where the strip may be fastened and
just as soon as they overreach the borders, to cut. The roller is not to be applied like a
level them*to the same line. Nothing is gained compress, nor li a way to flatten or cord the

by a savage cauterization. Nit. arg. is power- limb, but so that each fold shall lift up the parts.

fuil enough. The entire area is to be penciled To approximate the edges of the sore, pass a

once in three days, and the cone is not to be strip of the width of the ulcer, and an inch and

plunged into the mass. The papille are to be a half longer than the circumference of the

just touched, as the mission of caustic is only limb, at the site of the sore, and stick the free

to check temporarily any exuberance of exuda- ends to a pencil or pen-holder; then relieve the

tion. It bas evidently been the judgment of stick until it lifts the bandage as tight as it

many that the redemption of a sore hung on a can be drawn, and fasten the coil by adhesive

destruction of its means of repair. This is vir- strips. The patient is to be instructed to turn

-tually what the violent service of nitric acid this piece every third day, or whenever the

and the caustic compounds of potash, as defend- plait slackens. Rightly adjusted, the bandages

ed, means. A solution of chlorate potassa bas ueed not be rearranged for a week, unless the
been prescribed, with numerous assurances of linb robels at its confinement, or the cloth be-

its happy working. The iodide sulph., sulph. cores soiled by the discharges. Securely as a

cadmium, and hyd. oxyd. rubrum have been bandage may be applied at first, it loosens lu a

similarly tested. Granulations, thus kindly few days; the clotb gives, or tho circles become

dealt with, early lose all fungous eccentricities deranged throu&h exercise. These risks turned

and become coated with the rudimentary pellicle. surgeons to a substitute, strapping. Experi-

Finally, the logic of ulceration teaches a press- ence proves it superier.
ing need for supports. Bandaging and strap- A 11mb thus bouud has a no less pleasant

ping are the kinds in use. The former has sensation. Originally, they were made te draw

taken to itself the prefix of an art, and as suc. the edges into coaptation, but this intention

has been amplified in treatises on surgery. The bas been modified, and the entire limb is ow

latter is its offshoot, and is making a history, strapped, since, with the majority of indolent,
to be avenged by-and-by. The law for each ulcers, a venous stasis prevails which calîs for

makes pressure everywhere equal and moderate, reduction, and an infirmity cf the vessels that
to which may be appended that no traction on makes ihen need some stay.

the margin is permissible. The more extensive Tie plaster should be cf one strip, a yard
a cicatrix, the greater the liability of its re- long, haif an mcli wide, and rolled. IAsten the
maining.sickly or bursting, and hence no stress free head te the muer side cf the foot, back of

must be put on the tissue in contiguity, any the toes, and moistening the plaster with à
more tha on the' granulations. If bandages sponge as it leaves the bad, pass d, t he auda
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member spirally. Carry the circles as far as

the ankle; finish by one turn around the heel.
Start another roller up the limb, caring that the
doloires ascend regularly, in connected Unes,
not lapping, with a steady pressure, as far as

the ulcer, which is to be crossed until covered.
Whenever a conference with the sore is neces-
sary, remove only the sections of plaster that
cap it, then dress it with separate slips. If the
leg is strapped comfortably and firmly, the plas-
ters may remain untouched for weeks. It is
bettei that they should, as the tissues are at
once relaxed on their removal, and a severe
strain is inflicted on the tender sprouts of skin.

FIBRoI) TuMouR OF THE PROSTATE SUCCESS-

FULLY TREATED BY INJECTION OF IODINE (Vir-
ginia ifedical Aionthly, June, 1876).-Dr. Mel-
ville Taylor reports the case of a man, St. 26,
who, when he first came under observation, had
the following history. About nine months
previously lie had discovered a tumour the size
of a chestnut in the perineum, just behind the
scrotum ; it was at first moveable, but soon be-
came stationary. Its growth was progressive.
He had never had any pain, bilt complained of
a sense of weight and dragging in the perineum,
and of severe tenesmus. Ie urinated fre-
quently, slovly, and with much straining, the
water at times containing mucus, and being
ammoniacal. Lately his urine had been drib-
bling from hini. His walking was greatly in-
terfered with by the tumour between the thighs,
and it was for this reason only that he applied
for relief. Exploration of the prostate by rectal
touch revealed an abnormal enlargement of this
organ It vas hard and firn, presenting to the
fingers four different segments. No increased
sensibility. Upon the passage of the catheter,
an obstruction was met with at the prostatic
portion of the urethra; but this, after -some
manipulation and not a little pain to the pa-
tient, was overcome, and the instrument slipped
into the bladder, when about zxx of fetid urine
was passed, although he had .urinated previors
to its passage. The catheter caused some pain
when impinged against the walls of the bladder.

The diagnosis of fibroid being made after a
few other examinations, treatment was com-
menced by the injection of iodine into the
:tumor, fifteen drops of the tincture being used
at intervals of several days. There was some
'little irritation at first, but this soon subsided,
and the final result was a complete cure, the
prostate decreasing from the size of a base-ball
to its normal dimensions.

THE VALUE OF PRESSURE IN SEMI-
MALIGNANT MAMMARY TUMOURS.

The suggestion contained in the following

extract from a clinical lecture, by Dr. George

Buchanan, Professor of Clinical Surgery in the

University of Glasgow, is so valuable that we

give it prominence:-

There is a kind of turnour which belongs to

the simple, or non-malignant fibrous kind, which

partakes of malignancy, inasmuch as it returns

after reinoval. Such is the tumour which used

to be called recurring fibrous tumour. The ques-

tion I ana going to discuss is not so much the

possibility of treating these tumours medically

in the way of palliation, but particularly with re-

gard to surgical removal. I wish, however, to

tell you at the outset that, because a person has

a, well-defined tumour in the mamma, it is not

absolutely necessary to excise it. I shall say

nothing at present with regard to removal by

caustics; but it has fallen within my own experi-

ence to have seen several most remarkable ex-

amples of the disappearance, I might almost use

the terni cure, of tumour by pressure; and that

information is, I think, of great value, because in

many cases, from the constitution, or the age of

the patient, or from the implication of the neigh-

bouring parts, you could not, with any degree

of conscientiousness, recommend removal of the

tumour; but I could show you ladies in Glasgow,
at the present day, who have had tumours in

their mammee, and who are now absolutely free

from the disease by the application of careful

and well-directed pressure. - You are aware

that pressure will cause absorption, both of

normal and of abnormal tissues; and you &re

probably aware that, if a person have an aneur-

ism of the aorta, and if the aneurism continue

to grow, it not unfrequently happens, through

the tumour pressing upon the sternum, that it

gradually induces absorption of the bone until

it appears underneath the skin, and if not ar-

rested it spontaneously bursts, and causes loss

of life. We are all aware of the importance of

pressure in assisting the absorption of abnormal

fluids ; as by the use of a splint and bandage

in cases of effusion into joints. In the same

way, pressure, well directed to the breast, has a

remarkable effect in causing the absorption of
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Gumours; and I now am in the habit of or-
dering the application of a properly-prepared.
apparatus in cases where, either from the situa-
tion, or the implication of th- neighbouring
parts, I consider that the operation of excising
the mauma would be unadvisable.-Wedical
andfl Sur icai Re orter>

EMBOLISM OF THE PULMONARY
ARTERY AFTER APPLICATION OF
ESMARCH'S BANDAGE TO THE
INFERIOR EXTREMITIES.

The application of Esmarch's bandage has
been reconnended as a means of relieving

h dbilit t t h 1, h l%, c jL~IL~ UuuouqU .I UV 1L11L C ,

-- **~-.<~.~-~----causi ng the ret-urn of the blood frorn the

SYPILITic TEETH.-At the inaugural meet- extrenities into the viscera of the body,
ing of the Association of Surgeons practising the diniinislied amount of blood is made to
dental surgery, in London, Mr. Jonathan serve the puroses of nutrition, and life is
Hu.tclinson, in a discussion on the "Manifesta- intaine. In the Wien. ,fed. lcscltrf. for
tion of Syphilis in. the Teeth," declared that he Noveinber 27, 1875, Dr. Massari publishes a
still adhered to the belief that the teeth, whieh case fro the clinic of cProh SpAlti, -vhich con-
he described twelve or fifteen years ago as ac- firms Vhs niethod of corbating anSrnia, but
conpanying hereditary syphilis, were really and ieWvse Points out one of its dangers. The
invariably characteristic of that disease. le patient was a worian, tllirty-three years old,
thought the confusion of opinion oh the subject who was in a state of extreine collapse after

grew out Of the fact that this peculiar defor- o
mityhadbeenconoundd wtli the malor-cation of the bandages to the two iriferior ex-mity had been confounded with other malfor-

mations, and especially with that arising from tremities at first proved beneficial, but several
stomatitis, and usually mercurial stonatitis. hours afterward tbe pain of compression bocame
The test teath in the case of syphilis are ite so great that their removal was atteipted, but
central upper incisors of the permanent set, and the return of syncope, etc., necessitated their
lie had yet to see the first case in which these Immediate re-applicatio. There was ne further

presnte thesinlesinal, una clet, îî~change diiring t1 e day, but at Il p. mn. pain re-
presented the single, smiall,, lunar cleft, and c Z

were dwarfed in their general dimensions, in commenced, and the bandage of the left leg was

any other than a subject of inherited syphilis. -elaxed, vhen the patient imrediately became
The tooth which is damaged by stomiatitis is the pale, complained of an intense precordial pain,

thepus eaeipretbereprtofirst molar, because that is the first tooth in ihe ptîls. Cmmp erceti, rs ra
patieat's head to be calcified, and, developtingor
inuch more rapidly than the rest, it is the tooth was maie, the bandage re-applied, and atimu7-
whicl suffers most if stomnatitis occurs during lants adininistereci, after which the patient
the first six months of life. It never escapes i
the teeth are damaged by nmercurv. Next perceptible, but the cardiac and rcspiratory dis-
come the four incisorn and the canines ; and trbances persisted, andi he patient died two
the two pre-molars invariably escape. Mr hours after. The autopsy reveaed i both
Colenan and himself had hit upon the fact that several of the ramifications of the sraller
patients with lainellar :cataraut always have
these iercurial teeth ; and Pl-or. branches of the plmonary artery obliterated
Vienna, had added the observation that th-ere is by small emboli, 3-4- millintetres in thickness.
also, connected with these two conditions, a On dissecting te inferior extremities, the"
history of convulsions in infaricy. The relation
of these facts to each other is believed to be,
.that the mercury is given for the convulsions,
the convulsions cause the cataract, tnd the the pulmonary vessels. The explanatibn, there-
mercury causes the deforimity of the teeth. lu fore, was tliat a certain amont of blood had
conclusionMr. Hutchinson repeated the friend- remained in the'corpressed veins and
ly challenge, which lie had given for the last ten lated. When the bandage was loosened, some
years, that he would takegreat pleasure in in- of these dots had been loosened by the re-.
vestigating the history of any;case of character- establisied circulation, and, passing into the
istic syphilitic teeth without evidence cf syphi- circulation, hd given rise to pulmonary embol',

iand n ezette. Y. Itedical Journa.
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COLD WATER IN FEVER.

BY DR. C. BINZ.

Professor at the University of Boni.

It is not long since every fever patient was
carefully guarded from pure air and fresh water.
Thick blankets- and hot beverages seemed indis-
pensable. Sevoral medical ien observed. that
this treatment did more harni than good; but
James Currie was the first to have any success
in fighîting against these prejudices.

Old and deeply-rooted errors do not fall at
one blow, especially when they derive support
from the extravagances of the opposition. So at
least it was with us. Priessnitz, and the fanatic
hydrotherapeutists who followed him, barred
the way for a long time to the rational use of
cool water; and it is ouly about fifteen years
ago that we recurred to the healthy principles
of Currie.

The matter itself is very simple. If a patient
.at 40° C. (104 F.) is placed in a bath at a lower
temperature, lie must quickly part with heat.
In fever the natural regulation of heat which
keeps our body at an almost equal tenperature
is insuilicient. The cool bath makes up for this.
If wa measure the temperature after the bath,
we shall find it lower than before. The blood
that surrouuds tho cells of our. nerve centres is
less hot. The patient therefore feels stronger
and quieter.

Cold baths (15-20° C.=60-68 F.) have the
clearest effect. Extensive experience has tauglit
that their action is most positive when they are
short and often repeated. Very weak patients
must begin with 35° (97 F.) and then. the
warmth must be lowered o 20° (68 F.), by
carefully and gradually adding cold water. In
the meantime the body should be gently
rubbed.

Cold sheets (Kalte Einwicklungen) are less
*efflcacious and cold affusions (Uebergiessungen)
hâve less effect; this latter éonsidered merely
fron the antipyretic poiar, of view.

Only a higi degree of weakness of the heart,
loss of blood, or perforation of the bowels, are
contra-indications against the use of cold baths.

ênstruation is not one when the fever

is at a dangerous height, and pregnancy never.
Every age and every constituion permits the
withdrawal of fever heat, only it must be ob-
served that the loss of heat is in inverse propor-
tion to the weight of the body. For babies we
need therefore seldom go under 30° C. (86° F.) to
have a full effect; the temperature of the water
must be lowest for strong adults.

External application of cold proves, like all
other fobrifuges, te be most eflicacious when the
temperature bas a tendency to sink spontane-
ously. That is fron seven in the evening till
morning, and again in the day from eleveni till
two o'clock

The after-effect is of great importance.
Under some circunstances it lasts several hours,
that is, the lover temperature continues even

when the patient has been removed from the
water. The reason is probably as follows:-

In fever the vessels of the skin are generally
much contracted. The cool water acts as a
strong stimulant on them, and causes a some-
what stronger contraction te take place, but
this is only of short duration. Rela;çation for a
longer term is the necessary consequence. The
hitherto bloodless and dry skin becomes filled
and moist, and thus the irradiation of warmth
goes on. It is easy to convince oneself of
this state of the skia after the bath. The
cooler the bath and the longer it lasts, the
more evident and the more lasting will be its
result.-Practitioner.

FRTAL CoNDITIoN OF THE LUNG IN A CIILD

TIAT IIAD CRIED.-Dr. Erman, of Hamburg,
relates the case of a woman who was delivered
of three seven-and-a-half niouths' children, two
coming into the world living, and the third
being dead-born. Both these childrea cried
loudly while being washed, their cries being
heard in another room, some distance off. They
both died half an hour after they were born.
At the autopsy it was found that the whole of
the lung of the one child sank in water, even
when cut into sinall pieces; and the lung of the
other did the saime, except as regards a very
small portion of the edge of one of the lungs.
The lungs in both were undistended, dense, and
of a bluish colour.- Vircho's rchiv., B. ôu,
Heft 3..
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SOME CASES OF RETAINED OVUM.

BY FLEETWOOD CHURCHILL, M.D., M.R.I.A.

In January, 1875, Dr. M'Clintock published

a valuable paper on this subject, which he had

previously read to the Obstetrical Society. HIe

entered so fully into the question that he anti-

cipated most of what I might have felt it my

duty to say. I can confirm, from my own

experience, what he then stated; and in so say-

ing, I may spare the society a repetition, and

confine myself to the relation of a few of the

cases which occurred in my own practice.
CASE I.-Mrs. R. consulted me many years

ago for a recurrent bleeding from the womb,
which, though never excessive, had annoyed her
for some time.

She told me that she had miscarried three
months before, and of this she had no doubt.
There were no symptoms of pregnancy, no
enlargement of the breasts, no morning sickness,
and no tumour to be feit above or behind the
pubis. Under these circumstances I thought
that it might be simple irregularity from con-
gestion, which so often follows miscarriage.

As the discharge was going on when I saw
ber, I prescribeàl some ergot of rye, and the
next day I found it had brought away the shell
of an ovum, the foetus being absent. The lady
recovered at once, and had several children
afterwards.

CASE II.-Mrs. M., who had previously had
several children, and suffered from chronic
endo-metritis, missed two or three periods, and
believed herself pregnant. A short time after-
wards, however, she told me that ber changes
had recurred, and thev continued to return,
though irregularly, for some time. Somewhere
about six months after the first stoppage I saw
her, and could find no sign of pregnancy, neither
morning sickness nor areolar development, nor
glandular enlargement of the breast. There
was clearly enlargement of the uterus, as it
could be felt above the pubis, but whether from
containing something or from general enlarge-
ment I could not make out. There was neither
the foetal heart to be heard nor the placental
souffle.

Although the lady maintained that she was

not pregnant, I thouglit it worth while to try

the ergot, and was greatly gratified when I

found the next day that she had expelled a

macerated ovum with a fætus of near three

months, which must have been retained be-

tween two and three months after its death.

Let me add that neither the discharges nor the

ovum had any fator.
CASE III.-Mrs. A. came up froi the coun-

try to consult me about an irregular discharge

from which she had suffered three months. She

had previously had several children, and did

not believe herself to be pregnant. As there

had been no suspension of menstruation, and as

there was no symptom of pregnancy, I thought
it might be an ordinary case of menorrhagia,
more especially as I found the os uteri wide

open and granular. I therefore passed the
sourd, which entered four inches, but neither

blood nor watery discharge followed.
In the evening she sent for me on account of

severe pain-uterine apparently-for which I

prescribed a full opiate.

On calling the next morning I found a macer-
ated ovum of two months, which had been ex-

pelled during the night.
CASE IV.-Mrs. P., mother of three or four

children, consulted me for menorrhagia, from

which she had suffered for some months. It

recurred each month, and was very profuse, of

which her pallid face was evidence. She told

me that she had miscarried a good while (I do

not remember the exact time) before, but was
very positive that she was not then pregnant.

Nor had she any symptons thereof. I found

the uterus enlarged, with a wide open granular
os, and other evidences of endo-metritis, for
which I treated her.

This went on for two or three weeks, when
one night the flooding became so alarming that
she sent for Dr. Pollock, who lived near. He

pl ugged the vagina and ordered the usual reme-

dies, and the next day we found her without

pain, but blanched. The hæmorrhage, however,
was arrested. It recurred subsequently, but

less violently, and we determined to give ergot,
in order that, if the cavity of the uterus con-
tained anything, it might be expelled.

Early the next morning, when Dr. Pollock
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made an examination, he found a substance CASE VI.-In 1872 a lady, aged forty-eight,

protruding through the os, and with some diffi- came up from the country to consult me about
culty lie removed it. It proved to be a macer- a tumour she had detected in the lower part of
ated ovun of about three months, much con- the abdomen between the pubis and umbilicus.
densed. She was some months in recovering It was firm though not hard, and had the
from the loss of blood. shape of the uterus, but was very moveable.

CASE V.-In March, 1872, Dr. Frazer, 40th With the stethoscope I could detect neither
Regiment, asked me to visit a patient with him foetal heart nor placental souffle. A bi-manual
who was suffering from some enlargement of the examination showed it to be the uterus. There
woib. She was a young woman, about twenty- was no change in the breasts or nipples. She
two years of age, lad previously enjoyed good had had fourteen children, and did not believe
bealth, was the mother of several children, the that she was pregnant. Some six months before,
last of whom she had weaned in January. menstruation had stopped for two or tbree

From the previous December (-1871) she had montbs, which she supposed vas preparatory to
been troubled with uterine disebarge of a pale its ceasing altogether. It did, however, return
red colour, stopping at intervals, and recurring, sligbtly and irregularly.
but irregularly. She refused to believe that Not being quite satisfied, I postponed for a
she could be pregnant, as the discharge com- day or two making an examination with the
menced in December, and she did not wean lier sound, but tbat very evening I was sent forii
baby until February, and the milk had not a hurry, and found a macerated fotus of four
failed. In March she discovered a tumour months with its placenta, lying in the Led. In
above the pubis. I found her free from pain, this case only, of ail the six cases, the mem-
but weakened by the repeated discharges. branes had not been ruptured until the fotus
At the moment she was free from discharge. was expelled.
There 'were no symptoms of pregnancy, nor I bave relatec these sixcases as examples of
could I make out any ground for believing her cases not very unfrequent]y met with. Tbey
so. I found the uterus reaching midway be- are not ail I Lave seen, but of others 1 have no
tween the pubis and umbilicus, without tender- notes. I Lave no neans of computing the com-
ness or great hardness.. Internally, I found the parative frequency of sucb instances.

vagina relaxed, the uterus bellying out above I quite agree with Dr. M'Clintock in the
the cervix,·the os wide open, as in endo-metritis. difflculty of the diagnosis, not nerely because,

As she Lad had several children, and was as in ail my cases, there isan absence of tbe
familiar witli the symptoms of pregnancy, yet ordinary synptoms of pregnancy, but because of
declared herself not pregnant, and as I could circumstances wbich are decidediy nisleading-
detect no such evidences, I felt myself at liberty e.g., the lady telling us tbat she las miscarried
to use the uterine sound. It passed five inches some t:me before, or that she is Iregular," or
into the uterine cavity, gave no pain, and vas certain that she is not pregnant. Aithough the
followed by no discharge of any kind. So far I latter assertion only carnes weight in the case of
was inclined to consider the case one of polypus, separation of busband and wife, yet in the case
or fibi'oid or interstitial enlargement, and I pro- of a woman Nvbo bas had many chuldren it can-
posed a further examination in two days, and, not be quite overiooked, and most certainiy
if necessary, the use of tangle tents. tends to confuse our diagnosis. In one or two

Two days afterwards I received a note from cases I was either thus ruisled or off my guard,
Dr. F., commencing: " Our patient bas sold and wasquite taken aback wien the fotus was
us sorewhat. She had violent pains last night, expelled; but in others, wbere I was quite pre-
and expelled a macerated foetus" of about four pared for the possibility of a retained ovum, i
months. There was a good deal of hnorrhage, could find no symptom on wvich to ground such
and some diffliculty in removing the placenta a conclusion.
She had a sligbt feverish attack, but recovered [ ar very mmci inciined to think that we
well. are justified, on the ground ofdiagnosis, fi
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adopting what I believe to be the best method ovuin by the use of the sound, and the adminis-
of treatment-viz., the introduci ion of the sound tration of ergot of rye, for cases were occasion-
and the exhibition of ergot. In such cases as ally met with where such mild measures as

aè mole. He had also a case in which a lady, maintained it was a tumour. e couli not

after five months' pregnancy, retained a dead hear any sound in the turnour, and the breas
fotus for more than three months. did ot exhibit the plain indications of preg-

Dr. M'Clintock said the cases were very per- nancy. Wheu lie examined the uterushe was
plexing in practice, and caused a great deal of quite able to ascertain that the tumour was a
anxiey to the patient and lier friends, and the uterine one. Then the os uteri had the peculiar
negative course that the medical man was often soft puipy feel that tle os uteri had in cases of
obliged to pursue was rather trying and diffi- pregnancy, but as far as bis experience went, it
cult. Dr. Churchill seemed to have been very neye
fortunate in the treatment of his cases, that lie had repeated attacks of ieiuorrhage, and lie
was enabled to accompli the expulsion of the, watcied the case for sote tme. Oe day,

those I have related, where the usual symptoms these were quite insufficient to effect the empty
are absent, or where, having existed, they have ing of the uterus, and, of rourse, until that le
ceased for some months, we may be pretty sure doue, and any remains of the ovum reroved,
that the foetus is dead, and consequently we the woman was hable to liwemorrhage. He be-
shall not be interfering unadvisedly with gesta- lieved, lowever, that cases would be occasion-
tion by employing such means as may cause aIly met with where those measures would
the uterus to contract. If the uterus contain conpletely fail. The use of plugging very often
nothing, but is enlarged from other causes. the had a beneficial effect in bringing atout expul-
ergot and sound will do no harm, nor interfere sive action in the uterus. A man would, how-
with such other treatment as may be necessary. ever, lesîtate before employing the plug as long

As Dr. M'Clintock has observed, when the as there was any possibility of preserving the
ovum is macerated or putrid there is rarely any ovum, for it was almost certainly followed by
hemorrhage. One of my cases was an excep- expulsive action of the uterus.
tion, and she was the only one whose recovery Dr. Kidd said a case of the kind had lately
was slow. All, however, did recover. core under lis observation which illustrated

I arm sorry that in none can I fix with any the difficulty which Dr. M'Clintock had spoken
accuracy the duiration of the retention. In ail of as to the position in which tlie medical man
but ont the membranes lad been ruptured longd was placed, for he believed lie was very fre-
before expulsion, but in noue was there any quently likely to be considered as not knowing
fetor of the discharges. what lie was about-lu fact, in some instances

The Presideut had had a very interesting case not to understand the case at all. Some time
of tlie kind under his observation, in whih the ago a lady came to ublin who had been in

retained for.eleven uontlcs, and in onia, occupying a very prominent position
tbat case tlie prorinent symptom was the total there, and soon after coning to Dublin she had
suppression of menstruation. After being preg- sove ctmorrhage from the uterus. le w
nant some eight or ten weeks, the patient met sent for, and gave i as his opinion that sle w
with a aiglit accident, and lad an attack of threatened with a miscarriage. owever, the
hsemorîlige, followed by severe pain. Subse- would not believe sle was pregnant at al, and
quently the discharge ceased, and for tlie suc- afier underoing a very careful examination, e
ceeding nine months there was no retur wat reiterated is opinion that ie was threatened
ever of the menstrual disclarge, nor any san- with miscarriage, and that she was pregnant.
guineous di raarge whatsoever, but her general She had, however, passed the period when
bealth continued good. She was kept in ho- quickening would have occurred. She vad had
pital, eud the examination which was made several children; more than five months inad

seemed sufficient to excite uterine action, Ind passed since lier previous menstruation, and the
in the course of twenty-four hours she expelled uterus, e said, liad ceased tou grow, for she
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however, the lady's discontent.arrived at such a
pitch that she sent for Dr. M'Clintock, but lie
refused to see lier when he learned that lie
(Dr. Kidd) had charge of the case. She then
went to London, and consulted one of the most
eniinent obstetricians there, but he (Dr. Kidd)
believed the gentleman was led away by the
statements of the lady, for lie sent her to Kreuz-
nach to get rid of'the turnour, which, however,
proved to be a four months'fetus. He believed
that, in the first instance, it was best to express
only qualified opinions in such cases, and always
assume that the patient was pregnant, but not
adopt any expedient to insure the expulsion of
the child until we had indisputable evidence of
its death.

Dr. Denham said he thought that their atten-
tion ought to be directed to the importance of
preserving the,life of the mother. He thonglit
in cases of retained ovum in which there had
been repeated benorrhages it was scarcely
worth their trouble to preserve the ovum. In
two of the six cases mentioned ergot seemed to
have had a magic effect, and to have bronght
about im mediate relief, His experience of the
use of ergot was by no means commensurate
with those facts. He had used it again and
again without really much effect. If they caine
to the conclusion that active measures must.be
taken, le lad no hesitation in saying that they
should apply the sound, which lie thouglit was
better than the exhibition of ergot.

The President would like to confirm what
had been said by Dr. Denham with regard to
the mefficiency of ergot in such cases as those of
retained ovum. He believed in its effect in
arresting hæmorrhage, but it did not necessarily
expel the ovun, and lie believed it lad no effect
in doing so. He had recently lad a patient'
who had previously had three miscarriages, and
who was, for the fourth tinie, suffering froin
well-marked symptons of abortion in the third
month of lier pregnancy. In ber case lie admin-
istered ergot for three weeks, and the result
was that the hæomorrhage and pain ceased, and
she vent on to her full time.-Obstet. Jour.

SM WILLiAm FERGussoN. - We have the
Ipleasure to report that Sir William Fergusson
continues to make good progress and to regain
stength. He now walks downstairs end,

eaher permitting, he' will be taking a daily
drive.

A CASE OF COMPLICATED LABOUR.

BY A. V. MACAN, M.B.

In such cases Professor V. lecker, of Mun-
ich, has used the subcutaneous injection of
ether with marked success, and recommends it
strongly to the profession. The importance of
the subject, the respect due to such a high
authority, and the fact that cases in which this
treatment can be put to the test happen but
rarely in the -practice of any one individual,
must be my excus- for bringing a single case,
'and that, perhaps, an exceptionally favourable
one, under the* notice of this Society, without
waiting to see - whether further experience
would, or would not, conifirm the results ob-
tained in this instance.

I was requested by Mr. Kilbride, then one
of the intern pupils of the Rotunda Hospital, to
visit a case of tedious face presentation, at 22,
Temple Bar, off Fleet Street.

* * * She was quite insensible, deadly
pale, and pulseless, with fixed eyes, dilated
ptpils, clammy face and extremities, and short
and superficial respiration. On examining the
vulva, I fonnd there was a thin streak of blood
flowing over the thigh, and as it was obvious
that if the smallest qiantity more blood were
lost the patient must die, I determined to com-
bine the injection of the perchloride of iron into
the uterus with the subeutaneous injection of
ether. Having, therefore, grasped a fold of the
skin covering the abdomen, I injected two

syringefuls, or about ps, of ether well into the
subcutaneous cellular tissue, and then injected
about six ounces of the usual solution of iron
into the uterus. Before I had finished inject-
ing the iron the pulse returned at the wrist, and,
emboldened by this, I injected a third syringe-
ful of ether close to the former one. -The effect
produced was most marked, the woman soon
turning of her own-accord over on her side, and
declaring, when asked how she was, that she
felt much better. The change was so sudden
and so great that every one in the room was
satisfied it was produced by the ether.- Shortly
afterwards the woman vomited, and though
it was a long time before reaction was estab-
lished, the woman improved so inuch that, I
felt justified in again leaving her in charge

31.3
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of Mr. Kilbride, whom I have to thank for his
great care and attention of the case throughout.

* * * With regard to the subcutaneous
injection of ether, there are one or two things
which require further explanation. The first is
the quantity to be used. This depends entirely
on the patient's pulse. Professor Hecker fre-
quently injects fifteen syringefuls (about giv)
from three to five at a time, at short intervals.
The injection may require to be repeated, as the
effect is very transitory. The part most suit-
able is the loose abdominal walls, but the
gluteal region is easier got at if the woman has
on a binder. The only thing to be attended to
in making the injection is to pass the needle
deep enougli; if you fail to do this, you will
probably have a troublesome abscess. Professor
v. Hecker bas never seen an abscess formed at
the seat of the injection. The injection itself
is rather painful, but this is of little moment if
his statement be true, that it will in many cases
render transfusion unnecessary; even if not
quite so efficacious, it is at all events free from
danger, and can be carried out without any
assistance or complicated apparatus. Its use
need not at all be confined to cases of post-
partum homorrhage. I have myself since used
it in accidental hæmorrhage, where it enabled
me to deliver at once, though the patient had
been pulseless for more than an hour. I have
also used it in puerperal fever, but without per-
manent benefit, though the pulse, which
could not be felt before the injection, re-
turned almost immediately ; also in a case of
rupture of the uterus, where, I think, it
prolonged life.

In surgical practice it was used long ago by
Dr. Bennett for collapse in a case of strangu-
lated hernia, and Mr. Croly bas lately used it
in a similar case-with what result I do not
exactly know.

Professor Winckle, of Dresden, bas used it
with great success in a case of pulmonary em-

bolism following confinement, where it com-
pletely relieved the intense dyspnea.

There is, I think, little.doubt that this treat-
ment is deserving of our careful consideration,
though only a more extended trial by different
and unprejudiced observers can finally deter-
mine its exact therapeutie value.

The President had recently been asked to
visit a case of placenta provia. On his arrival
lie found the patient pulseless -in fact, she
appeared to be moribund. The vagina had been

promptly plugged, but the hæmorrhage previ-
ously had been very great. She had got out of
bed early in the night to pass water, and while
she was in the act of doing so severe hæmor-
rhage set in. A large chamber utensil was
two-thirds filled with blood, and the bed was
saturated. Brandy had been given freely, but
she had vomited it as rapidly as it was taken.
He decided on trying the treatment suggested
by Dr. Macan, and injected two syringefuls, or
about a drachm, of ether. In a short time he

was able to leave the patient, and ne~t morn-

ing be delivered a dead foetus by version. She
recovered without any bad symptom. In ether

they had a stimulant which could be given

hypodermically, safely and efficiently, when the

condition of the stomach rendered it.impossible
to give stimulants in any other way. Within

ten minutes after the injection they could smell
the ether in the patient's breath.

Dr. Wilson hoped that the new mode of treat-
ment recommended by Dr. Macan would be
extensively published as one adopted by the
Irish school of surgery.

Dr. M'Clintock thought that the treatment
adopted was a valuable acquisition to our re-
sources, and possessed several advantages over
transfusion. le thought it might be useful in
cases of chloroform poisoning. - Obstetrical
Journal.

A PLEASANT SOLUTIONOF SULPHATE-QUININE.

-In many cases we wish to prescribe sulphate
quinine, and to get a solution clear from turbi-
dity is a desideratum. With aromatic sulphuric
acid we get a passable' solution, but the acid is
often objectionable, if not absolutely contra-in-
dicated. In practice, [ find the spiritus etheris
dulcis to be all that is desired. One ounce of
it will dissolve about two drachms of quinine,
giving a transparent solution. I am not aware
that this solvent 'has been recommended. To
those who have not use it, a trial will, I believe,
be a success most agreeable to both patient and
physician.-IsAAc SMITH, JUN., in N. Y. Med.
Jowrnal.
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TWO CASES OF A PESSARY IMPACTED
IN THE VAGINA FOR MORE TITAN
A YEAR.

BY GEORGE BUCHANAN, M.A., M.D.

(Professor of Clinical Surgery in the University of Glasgow.)

Within the last eighteen months two cases
have come under ny care in the wards of the
Western Infirmary, which though. not by any
means unusual, yet are suffliciently interesting
to warrat narration, and prove a warning to
medical meii to be most exact in their instruc
tiens to patients whom they advise te wear
these instruments.

Mrs. M., aged forty-eight, vas admitted on
the 8th June, 1875. She stated that nearly
five years ago an instrument had been put into
the vagina to support a prolapsed uterus. She
understood that she was to wear it constantly,
and from that time till a few days before
admission she submitted to it, though it was
often the source of great pain.and annoyance,
without having recourse to medical advice.

On examination it is found that the labia
and thighs are excoriated with urine which
drips froim the passage, and hetween the labia
are seen projecting the ebony handle of a
Zwanck's pessary, the blades of which are firmly
adherent to the walls of the vagina.

She was put under the influence of chloro-
form, and by continued traction and partial
rotation, while the forefinger of the left hand
was retained in the vagina to prevent the walls
from being pulled down, the instrument was
gradually extracted. One of the limbs of the
pessary had ulcerated through the anterior wall
into the bladder. and through the fistulous
opening thus made the urine had trickled, and
the whole instrument was coated about a quar-
ter of an inch thick with urinary deposit.

She was kept in bed for two or three days
and then allowed to go home, vith a request
that she would present herself in a few weeks
after, so that the opening in the bladder might
be closed. She did not return, so it is presum-
able that the vesico-vaginal fistula caused by
the ulceration has spontaneously closed.

CASE 1.-Mrs. W., aged sixty-one, was
admitted to the Western Infirmary on the 2nd
June, 1876.

About a year ago a modification of Hodge's

pessary was introduced to support the uterus.
Site must have misunderstood the instructions
given ber, for in spite of f¢eling great pain and
discomfort about three weeks after the instru-
ment was introduced, she continued to bear the
pain under the impression that in no case vas
the pessary to be removed. After some weeks
of suffering the pain subsided, and she was able
to go about as usual. Recently, however, she
began again to feel annoyance in the parts, and
she applied to a medical man. Finding that
the pessary was in some way adherent lie sent
her into the hospital.

7th June.-Patient being put under chloro-
form, the small end of the ring-like pessary was
found lying just within the vagina, and on pull-
ing it, the upper end was found firmly adherent
to the vaginal vall, being retained there by a
band of tissue as thick as the little finger which
had united over instrument.

Evidently the ring of the pessary had ulcer-
ated into the lateral vaginal wall the depth of
an inch; the ulcerated edges of the sulcus,
which it had excavated, had fallen together over
tlhe ring, and had adhered to one another so as
to forn a firm retaining band.

The vaginal walls being held apart by a re-
tractor, the retaining band was divided with a
scalpel, and the pessary released from its hold
and easily removed.

It is bardly necessary to say that the lesson
derived from these two cases is, the very great
importance of giving the most simple and exact
instructions to ail patients, who are themselves
entrusted with the charge of any instruments
necessary for the treatment of their case. Medi-
cal men are sometimes apt to take it for granted
that patients will do things as matters of com-
mon sense. But that should never be'trusted to.

A short time ago I was consulted about an
infant three months old, the subject of a hernia.
The mother had been instructed by her medical
attendant to procure a truss, which the child
was ordered te wear constantly. The result was,
that after the child had worn the truss for
six weeks without ever having had it taken off
for the purposes of cleansing, excoriation and
subsequenr. ulceration of the skin at the groin
took place.

C;onsequences equally distressing occur when
patients are entrusted, without specific and
simple orders, with other instruments-such as
bougies, catheters; &c.-Obatet. Jour.



TREATMENT 0F SHOULDER patient was placed upon her left side and the
PRESENTATIONS. quilts removed, a perfectly natural presentation

presented itself. l a few hours the labour ter-
BY EDWARD WARREN, PARIs.

minated in the delivery of a healthy boy,
[The following is taken fron a letter by Dr. weighing ten pounds. Only a few moments

P. H. Maxon, of Syracuse, New York, giving were occupied in the process, and subsequently
an account of his treatment of shoulder pre- experience convinces me that shoulder presen-
sentations.] sentations can generally be converted in this

lie says: " I hasten to give you in a con- way into natural ones, wvithout a resort to
densed formn an account of my plan of treating 'turning,' and with no risk for the mother or
shoulder presentations. Gravity is the prin- the child."
ciple invoked; and I was led to the discovery. I would add that this inethod of treatnent
in 1860 by placing a woman with prolapsed bas received much attention in America, and
cord on her knees, with lier head and shoulders that no inconsiderable aimount of testimony lias
low, as recommended by Dr. T. G. Thomas, of been accuiulated in support of its efficacy.
New York, in order to effect its reduction, and Dr. Maxon also informs me that he submitted
finding that while she was in this position an bis views in this regard some years since to Sir
abnormal (abdominal) presentation was spon- James Simpson, and that they were cordially
taneousiy converted in to a normal one. endorsed by that distinguished gentleman.-
Having reflected on this circumstance, [ was Lancet.
induced a few weeks later, when called in con-
sultation in a bad shoulder presentation, to try MEDICAL AsSOCIATION.- -TRIP TO CoUCHI-
position as a means of rectifying it. I was very cHiNG.-On the norning after the adjournment
anxious in regard to the case, because the lady the members of the Association, and their
had lost three children already from ' turning to ladies, were taken by the profession of Toronto
deliver' in shoulder presentations. Her regu- and vicinity througli the threshold of the
lar attendant, Dr. G. N. Dox, of Geneva, New' beautifuil chain of lakes stretching froin Belle
York, a physician of attainment and experience, Ewart to Rosseau. Through the kind courtesy
happened to be the confrère in whose practice of Mr. Cuab3rland, a special train, with parlour
the case of prolapsed cord, above referred to, cars, was providei, leaving Toronto at the much

nni hif oý0ýf fe tb h of 830 Th daQrv.L

self, as had been so unsîuccessfully attempted in
the lady's previous labours, he sent for me iii
consultation. Remenbering the fate of the other
children, and fiuding this one very large, I sug-
gested the feasibility of correcting this shoulder
presentation in the saine manner as I had cor-
rected the abdominal in the first instance. With
his consent I made the effort îi the following
manner :-I folded several quilts compactly,
laying them one upon another to the height of
about one foot, and assisted her to kneel upon
the quilts, with lher head and shoulders resting
upon the bed, and her face forwç'ards, so as to
bring ber body to. an angle with the bed of
nearly 90 degrees. I then pressed my hand
gently against the shoulder, which readily re-
ceded, until I was enabled to clasp the vertex
with my fingers, and with the assistance of the
next pain to so 'engage ' it, that, when the

was very warin, and, the ruan in the boat was
thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated, as was also
the beautiful scenery · of Lakes Simcoe and
Couchiching. Whilst dinner was being pre-

pared, the memiîbers of the party distributed
themselves through the grounds of the Couchi-
ching Hotel, and sone were off the grounds for

I a new refreshing plunge in the waters of Lake
Coachiching. .The return in the cool of the
evening was even more enjoyable than the

i morning's trip. The " special" -overtook and'
passed the regular train, arriving in town about:
fifteen minutes ahead of titme, after one of the.
best trips on the road. On the way home it.
-was resolved tiat the thanks of the profession
should be conveyed to Mr. Cumberland, the
manager of the road, for the kind thoughtful-
ness manifested in the arrangements madeby#
him.
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CATHETERIZATION OF ]BARTHOLINI'S GLANDS.

Notes by Dr. A. Breda, assistant to Professor
Carlo Rosanelli.

(Translated fromn, the Gazetta Medica Italiana.)

It is well known that these glands often be-
come the seat of painful inflammation as a re-
sult of the first post-nuptial rites. The in-
flammation may spread frorm the vestibule to
the ducts, to the bodies of these glands, and to
the connective tissue surrounding them, and
give rise to abscesses, fistuhe, and cysts. In
Dessault's journal, a case is reported of a tumour
formed fron one of these glands being con-
founded with hernia. According to the latter,
it is " not always easy to distinguish mucous
cysts of the vulvo-vaginal gland from serious
cysts developed in the mesies of the cellular
t-ssue, in the canal of Nuck, or in an old ber-
nial sac." Zeissi believes these glands are often
affected, and confesses, with honest frankness,
that in some cases they never heal.

Assuredly, phlogosis of sucli glands proceeds
for some time without any objective alteration,
and tends mostly, especially when the body of
the gland is affected, to suppuration. The
woman's rodesty, whim, or interests may pre-
sent to the practitioner dificulties both in diag-
nosis and treatment. If not, embarrassment in'
the diagnosis rarely occurs, and the cure can be
made with sufficient contideice, when suitable
and energetic treatment is employed, as in dis-
eases of the lachrymal passages, for exam ple.

The glands of Bartholini have several times
been presented to us in a diseased condition.
Two women, after an attack of vulvitis, showed
redness at the orifice and catarrh of the duct of
the left gland. Squiee-in- out, several times a
day, of the material which accumulated there,
and tien to force injections of a weak solution
of nitrate of silver into the canal, held closed
by the finger, banished the redness and dis-
charge in a week.

Another woman, admitted with condylomata
ât the vaginal orifice -and catarrh of the ex-
cretory duct of the left gland, was treated by in-
jetions into tie canal and repeated catheteriza-
tion of it. Little by little it dilated more thax

was expected ; at last, there appeared at the
orifice a red shining tumaour, about the size of a
hernp seed, which was considered a condylomna.
This was attached to the upper wall of the
canal about one-fourteenth of an mch from the
orifice. So far as I know, condylomata in this
situation have not been described by anybody.

In a case of cyst of the left labiumu majus,
following phlogosis of the gland of that side,
with paracentesis through the mucous mem.-
brane of the vestibule, there came out about ten
'drachms of chocolate-looking fluid. After the
operation menstruation came on, and the open-
ing closed; and then, in little more than a
week, the tumour gained in volume, to arrive
at which seven years had before been necessary.

Another woman had a similar tumour on the
substance of the right labium, a deep vertical in-
cision, the whole length of the tunour, was
made, and about an ounce of liquid,'principally
purulent, escaped. By a finger in the cavity, it
was found to be rounded, without any recesses,
enclosed by a ihick, rough wall. The wall
having been separated frorm the margins of the
wound, a portion, the size of two cents, vas eut
away, and the rest scraped with a spoon ; the
cavity was fillei with cotton soaked in phenic
acid. The cyst was subsequently cauterized
and healed up.

A prostitute was discharged cured of vagi-
nitis; twenty-one days after she camne back
with valvo.vaginal catarrh, with two erosions
near the orifice of the left giand. The lower
part of the labinm was somewhat swollen. After
four days she was seen again, and the labium
vas so large as to, partly overlap that of the

other side-it was about the size of a pigeon's
egg, no fluctuation vas detected. Pressure
gave great pain, but did not expel any fluid.

In this condition, a snall silver probe, very
tiin in the shaft, slightly curved with the con-
vexity upward. Little by little, it was made to
advance about two-thirds of an inch, and on
withdrawing it, there escaped about five
drachas of pus, alrnost pure, thick, uniform.
ft carne out without any force, indeed, had to be
pressed ont. The redaesr and paia disappeared,
and the swelling becane sornewhat less. The
catheterization was practised four days ; on
the five .succeeding days, weak solutions of ni
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trate of silver were injected into the gland,
wbich thus became sound, and the erosions (on
which simple cotton had been kept) dis-

appeared.
A similar case occurred during the last few

days. From all this it seems that we may
conclude :-

lst. That inflammation of the duct is often
followed by that of the body of the gland of
Bartholini.

2nd. That the latter bas a strong tendency to
suppurate, with difficulty of outlet.

3rd. That antipblogistics frequently come too
late.

4th. That for maturants, one should substi-
tute, mostly, evacuation by catheterism.

5th. That this operation causes littie pain,
shortens the duration of the disease, does not
deform, and, what is of more importance, does
not destroy the function of the gland, and is to
the gland itself a prophylactic measure.

Besides astringents and catheretics in liquid
forni, their use in solid form, and the progres-
sive dilatation of the excretory duct, ought to be
taken into, consideration.

BRUIT DE SOUFFLE OF PREGNANCY.

(Translatedfrom the Paris fedical.)

At the Academy of medicine, Prof. Depaul
bas undertaken to refute the opinions of Messrs.
Bouillard and Glénard- on the seat of the
uterine souffle of pregnancy. We have spoken
of this sozfle in No. 37 of this Journal, and we
were the first to call attention to the fact that
an artery so small as the epigastric, could not
give rise to a bruit so loud as the uterine
souffle. We added that M. Glénard had boldly
attributed to the episgastric that which comes
from the iliac. The, Gazette Hebdomadaire
and the Journel des Connaissances Mfedico-
Chirurgicales have both brought forward the
same objection to M. G.'s theory. But as M.
G. has himself renounced his idea, there will be
no more question of the uterine soufe being
epigastric. M. Depaul himself presented to the
Academy a preparation of the epigastric artery
to show the small volume of this vessel com-
pared with the intensity of the souffle,

M. Depaul next combats the theory of AI.
Bouillard, according to which the bruit would
be situated in the iliac arteries, in which we
agree with M. B.

M. Depaul, who places the seat of souffle
in ' the arteries of the substance of the
uterus, cites in support of this theory, a case
of Dr. Rapin, of Lausanne, who states that he
caused the uterine soule to cease bycompressing
with his fingers, the arteries of which ho fèlt the
pulsations on the inner side of the neck of the
uterus.

There is here an evident mistake, for it is
impossible to admit that compression of the
arteries of~the neck (those which are accessible)
can influence the circulation of the sides of the

uterus, because these last receive two arteries
of considerable volume, and inaccessible to the
finger, the utero ovarian. We say, moreover,
that if M. Rapin caused the sou//le to cease by
internai compression of the neck, it proves that
the bruit is not situated in the arteries of the
uterine W'alls which have no relation to the

neck of the uterus.
M. Depaul declares his intention of ausculta-

ting the uterus of a wonan at the moment of
opening the abdomen in the operation of cosarian
section. It seems to us that this will prove

nothing for or against M. Bouillard's theory.
We do not believe that the compression of the

iliac arteries by the uterus would be sensibly

diminished by section of the abdominal walls.
M. Depaul makes the following objection to

M. Bouillard's theory. It is by no means rare

to observe the uterine soufle one, two, or

three days after -delivery. M. Bailly has veri-

fied this opinion in 68 out of 78 labours, 15
times on both sides ; 13 times on the right, and
26 times on the left side. In the cases when

the souffle was heard on the left side, the uterus

was inclined to the right.
If this deviation was not proved at the

autopsy, what can be its signification? Cannot

a uterus, still large from the first to the third
day after labour, present an irregular and-à'

dominal augmentation of volume on the opp
site side to its deviation, and thus compress the
corresponding iliac arteries?

We still hold to the opinion that the uterne
soulle is situated in the iliac arteries.
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ARSENIC AND ITS ANTIDOTES.

M. Rouyer, assistant to Prof. Teltz, of the
Faculty of Medicine of Nancy, has just pub-
lished an excellent article, the aim of which is
to discover what is the smallest dose of arsenic
capable of destroying life, and what the effects
of the antidotes recommended. This work is
the result of numerous experiments, performed
in the laboratory under the supervision'of Prof.
Teltz. These are the practical conclusions ar-
rived at by M. Rouyer

I. AsENIOUs ACID.-A. Introduced into Me
blood.-st. Very small doses suffice to cause
symptoms of poisoning te appear. Gramme
0.0006 te each kilogramme in the weight of
the animal (A. grain 0.00926 to every 2î Ibs.,
Troy weight.) 2nd. Grave symptons of poison-
ing, and sometimes death, take place when
gramme 0-0023 per kilogramme (A. grain
0.0354 te eacb 22 Ibs., about) is injected into
the blood. 3rd. Death is certain when the
dose absorbed reaches grains 0.046 te 22 bs.
4th. Death takes place in the space of from 24
to 35 heurs when grains 0.0385 are given, and
in 8 hours when the dose is 0-046.

B. In the stomac.-1st. Grains 0-926 of
arsenious acid in solution te the kilogramme
(2êlb.), the weight of dogs, injected into the
stomach, is enough to cause death in nearly all
cases. 2nd. The dose of grains 1-08 to the
kilogramme is certain to cause death. 3rd. If
poisoning supervened only on administration
of a stronger dose, it was much more rapid,
and this being relative to a particular condition
in dogs, which throws off the poison too quickly.
4th. In poisoning by the avorage dose of
grains 0-926, death ordinarily takes place at
the end of 24 heurs.

II. ARSENIATE OF SoDA.-A. In the blood.-
lst. The true poisonous dose is grains 0-077 to
the kilogramme. 2nd. Below this dose, grave
SYmptoms appear without always causing death.
3rd. The duration of these symptoms is from
12:to 20 heurs.

)B. In Me stomach.-The dose of grains 2-3
[ brings on symptoms of poisoning, but does
not always cause death, which, when it doeC,
takes place from 24 to 30 hours after.

'III. ARSENATE OP POTASH. A. In the blood.

Ist. The poisonous dose is grs. 0.046 per kilo-

gramme. 2nd. In this case death supervenes
at the end of seven hours.

B. In the stomach. 1st. The poisonous dose
is grs. 0.46 per kilogramme, takes place in
from 6 te 7 heurs.

ANTIDOTES oF ARSENIC. («.} Hydrated
sesqui oxide of iron recently prepared (gelatin-
ous and brown) is an antidote for arsenious
acid, but not, for the arsenate of potash, nor for
the arsenate of soda. (b). At a longer interval
th'an an hour it is useless to attempt recovery
from poisoning by arsenic. (c.) For arsenite of
potash, and arsenite of soda the author pro-
poses perchloride of iron in conjunction with
magnesia. (d.) The mode of administration is
the official solution of perchloride of iron, and
a half an hour after magnesia in the proportion

of a drachm to 2¾ ozs. of perchloride. (e.) This
perchloride of iron and magnesia are also an
antidote for arsenious acid. Therefore, it is

preferable. to employ it always in cases of poi-
soning by arsenic or its compounds. (f) An
hour after the administration of an antidote, it

will always be well te employ a purgative, in
order to expel the ferrated arsenite which is
formed, and as this arsenite is soluble in acids,
to avoid acid drinks and lemonades.

A NEW METIIOD OF DIsPosING OF THE
DEAD.

The dead trouble -the living. 1. Cruls, ex-
officer of the Belgian Engineers, and at present
Engineer to the Brazilian Government,' pro-
poses a new mode of inhumation; viz., incrus-
tation. Each body is to be encased in artifi-
cial stone, which would not allow the escape of
liquids or of gas. These blocks, each contain-
ing a dead body, would serve to construct
mausoleums, monuments of divers forms,
which would cover the cemeteries. Each block
would cost five francs.

There may be some good in the idea, but one
cannot help asking, what would be done with all
these blocks of stone when they accumulated
in great numbers i If all the dead of Paris were
placed in the same cemetery, there would be
about 1,000,000 in 22 years, taking 800 as the
average rate of mortality per week.
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TREATMENT OF SYMPATHETIC OPHTHALMIA. "We hope (says Dr. Boucheron) that this
(T-ranslated from the Parie Medical.) operation, so simple, so iiioffnsive, and so conser-

Dr. Boucheron read a paper before the Society vative, which we-propose, will in many cases ren-
of Biology [!] in Jan., 1876, in which he pro- der important services, both to the sufferer and
poses to replace enucleation of the globe of the to the practitioner." Assuredly the operation
eye, by section of the ciliary and optic nerves proposed by Dr. Boucheron appears preferable
at the back of the eye. Here is his method :- to enucleation of the ee if the resuts are con-

Between the external and superior rectus sîdered, but is our conji-re certain he can stop
muscles at a centimetre (about 4î lines) from sympathetic ophthalmia by these means We
the corner, he divides the conjunctiva and would have liked to find in this communication,
Teno'as capsule and, with a pair of curved scis- either observations or experiences which would
sors, penetrates between the capsule and the prove that the section of these nerves would
eye. Then drawing forward the globe of the suffice to stop the propagation of synpathetic
eye, seized near the corner by strong clawed ophthalmia. If the eye continues to be nour-
forceps, he stretches the optic nerve, which feels ished by these anterior ciliary arteries, it is
a rigid cord beneath the scissors. The optic is probable that they carry to the globe of the
divided and likewise the ciliary nerves and eye filaments from the great sympathetic.
arteries, by means of slight touches of the scis-
sors. A vittle hoemorrhage is produced, but wi ON THE MOVEMENTS 0F THE BRAIN.
easily arrested by gentle compression of the eye. etract from M. Salates' paper, read before ane

When the section of the optic and citiary Academy o Sciences, Paris, June, 1876.
nerves is achieved, he enlarges the opening in (erane aie fr the Paris Medicalt

the capsule, and, by the aid of a second pair of Hsavid g trephined in tbe sku l of the animal
clawed forceps, seizes thesclerotic in the posterior an aperture of two centimetres in diameter, ho
hemisphere in front, and this brings to view applies to the opening thus obtained, a tube of
the section of the optic nerve. Any of the glass of the same diameter, the lower part of
cilpary nerves which escaped section can now wbich is held in place by means of a little fix-
be easily dîvided, as thev form a circle around ture of brass fnrnished with a screw. This tube
the optic nerve. is closed above by a stopper of caoutchouc,

He avoids severing the insertion of the recti traversed by a small glass pipe which ter-
muscles, in order to hpare the anterior ciliary minates in a little piece of caoutchouc tubing,
arteries, twigs of the muscular arteries, which communicating with a lever drum. Liquid 
again are given off from the ophthalmic. There poured into this apparatus in such a manner
is thus no hindrance to the establishment of that itq level corresponds to the middle part of
the circulation in tl.e eye by the anterior vascu- the smaller glass tube. In this way the finet
lar system. And, morever, in sparing the recti

Whe thelaton secio ofe the opti and ciliary o

muscles, the eye retains ita position and normal the indicator of the drum, which marks the
movements. on a registerng clinder, on which he can note

Indications for the operation. This operation at the same time the tracin of the respiration
can be substituted for enucleation in al cases, or of the heart.
at least when suppuration of the eye is wot cer- T

be easil divded asilain the form acircles arounds

tain. But above al, the great advantage ofthis respiration, feeble and sometimes absent in
operation is te power of applying it i a pre- cali breathing become very pronounced during
ventive manner. The International Ophthal- violent efforts. shouting, etc. (2> The respira-
mological Conigress of 1872 bas accepted ita, tory oscillations observed simultaneously at the
principle, that the enucleation of a wonded ali and at the spine, are syncronous. (3
eye ouglit ta r e g e rformed immediately, if we Ar tifiil respiration reverses the order of the
wish to avoid attacks, often irremediable, of oscillations, the liquid rising in respiration and
Sympatetie Ophtalmia. This radical and fallingin expiration. (4) The oscillations de-
terrible ueans bas not entered îato general use. pending on the cardiac systole, which can be in
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part or completely hidden in the case of ex-
aggerated breathing, give a tracing similar to
that of the pulse. (5) Different postures have a
great influence on the intra-cranial pressure,
which is shown by the marked change in the
level of the liquid, which rises considerably
when the- binder quarters of the animal are
raised, and falls when they are lowered. (6)
Aniesthetics modify the phenomena in two ways,
either in abruptly suppressing the respiration,
and as a consequence, the oscillations dependmg
on it, or by suppressing these last and equalizing
the respiration.

INTRA-UTERINE SUTURE.

(Translated from the .Paris Medical.)

Dr. Earnest informs us that, after labour lacer-
tions are produced in the neck of uhe uterus,
the consequences of these, though very impor-
tant, have not, as yet, attracted the attention
ôf medical men. The edges of the wound sepa-
rate and curl outwards, forning a sort of ectopy.
Firom the separation of the edges of the lacera-
tions result : Profuse leuchorrhoea ; abundant
menstruation, and at iast, general pains. The
Dr. treats these lacerations as follows : He
closes the fissures by means of deep sutures,
taking out the stitches the eighth day. The
results are very satisfactory.

For our part we are not afraid to say, we do
nos believe in the possibility of the application
of a sature in the neck of the uterus, and fur-
thermore, do not believe in' the importance of
these intra-uterine lacerations, and we ask the
author how he has been able to verifv the ex-
istence of lacerations in an unexplorable region.

A return made by Mr. Simon states that the
folloving reports are in preparation with a view
to their being laid before Parliament:-Two
reports by Dr. Klein on the intimate morbid
changes occurring in scarlet fever, and in the
enteric fever in swine ; a further report by Dr.
Sanderson on the process of fever, particularly
with reference to the constitution of the pyo-
genetic ferment in septic infection; a further
report by Dr. Creighton on anatomical studies
with reference to cancer; and a further report
by Dr. Thudichum on the chemical constitution
of the brain.

THE CANADIAN

A Monthly Journal of British and Foreign Medical-
Science, Criticism, and News.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.- We shall be glad to re-
ceivefrom ourfriends everywhere, curreni medical
news ofgeneral interest. Secret' ries of County or
Territorial medical associations will oblige by
sending their addresses to the corresponding editor.

TORONTO, SEPTEMBER, 1876.

THE CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

It nay be wondered, in view of the value of
the papers read at the meetings of the Associa-
tion, and of the remarks elicited from sone who
took part in the discussion of them, and of the
interesting nature, scientific and social, of the
whole proceedings, why we should have to try
and beat up a larger attendance of our medical
brethren.

It unfortunately happened, shortly after the
formation of the Association, that certain ques-
tions of medical politics were introduced at its
meetings, and these so engrossed the attention
of members that practical and scientific papers
were almost shut out. Besides which, the dis-
cussions resulted in a certain amount of bitter-
ness and sectional feeling, and altogether had a
most pernicious effect upon the Association, and
the objects for which it was formed. Some two
or three years ago, however, the members of the
Association saw the mistake that had been
made, and resolved to lay such questions aside,
and since that time the character of the meet-
ings bas again changed, and valuable papers are
being written and read at them. There is
surely no profession or calling that has before
it so vast and noble a field for constant and
painstaking observation, thought, and research,
nor is there any art or science of which the-
cultivation and advancement is so importan>t:to
the human race. What powerful agents.such
Associations are, and how much more power-
ful this Association may become, in developing

this culture and pushing on this advance, is well.
set forth in. tÈe. portion of the late President's
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address, which we have given verbatim. They
are the highest schools of inutual instruction in
Medicine, and to thenimembers come, to impart
the results of their own thought and observation,
and carry away with them an additional stock.
It may be said that we can do just as much at
home, but this is not the case, for views
may need to be criticised, compared with those
of other authorities, either -present or absent,
and corrected, and learners may want to get
further light on some obscure point, or elicit.
from the investigator something lie bas not
thought of writing, and may, in so doing,
suggest to him soie new point. Thus in a few
hours a subject goes through a sifting process
which would take months, and even more, of

scattered reading to accomplish otherwise.
We would like to see each member come fully

alive to his responsibility as a co-worker in the
grand aims of the medical profession, and large
numbers of them with something new and im-
portant to impart, put in the briefest form, com-
patible with justice to the new fact or new
form of putting it. In this way each, while
doing what is really his part in a great work,
would be fully alive to the great value of the
time at the disposal of the Association, and
while imparting knowiedge .when he had it,
would refrain from wasting the time of himself
and others by saying in many words what has
been said over and' over again, or bringing
forward facts well and generally known.
It might, possibly, be well if those in-
tending to read papers vrould, a few weeks be-
forehand, send to the journals the title of their
papers, so that others could be ready to com-

pare notes.
The Association is not the exclusive property

of any one man, or of any set of men; if, there-
fore, something is done, or left undone, to the
displeasing of any member, let him not on that
account remain away, but if something bas gone
wrong, let him use his influence to set it riglit,
and let him tryfirst to do it calmly and quietly,
and not suppose that the misdeed bas been done
purposely against him. . At the recent meeting
there was a scarcity of the names of members
from the country places on the list prepared by
the nominating committee. This, we believe,
-was entirely due 'to inadvertence, and to the

fact, that the more isolated men are apt to be
overlooked, even by one another, than those
with whom we come in daily contact. Had the
gentlemen who drew attention to the circiun-
stance, consîdered the matter from all points of
view, we think they would have agreed with us
and approached the matter in a milder way.

We hope to see atthe future meetings of the
Association a still further increase of members,
good-fellowship, and usefulness-a constant
pushing on to the goal as successive years go by,

MINERAL WELLS OF TORONTO.

As many persons in this city are very proud
of the possession of so-called mineral wells, we
take the liberty of placing before our readers
an analysis of the water of one of them, kindly
furnished by Mr. Hayes, of the School of Prac-
tical Sciences, merely saying that the well in
question, is connected with a block ef new
stones recently erected and owned by one of ouir
most prominent aldermen, and that we are at-
tending, at the present time, in the family who
occupy the premises, one case of typhoid fever,
one case of dysentery, and two cases of diarrheæ,
with more than usual gastric disturbances and
prostration.

Mr. Hayes says (what would strike anyone
at a glance) that the water is altogetiir unfit
for drinking purposes. His report is Total
soluble matter, per gal., 153 grs.; chlorine,
18-5 grs.; free ammonia, parts 1,000,000, 1-12
grs. ; albuminoid ammonia, •36 grs.

The young man who bas the fever, as in
the habit of driûking larger quantities of the
water thus contaminated with sewage, than
other members of the family, under the imprs-

sion that the more he drank the better it would
be for him.

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.-ENTERTAINMENT B

MR. AND MRS. BICKFORD, AT GORE VALE.--

After the adjournment of the annual meetig,
the members of the Association availed thev
selves of the kind hospitality of Mr. and Mrj
Bickford, at an Il t Home," given by Mr
Bickford at Gore Vale. The grounds wej
abundantly illuminated with Chinese lanterp
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whilst the moon seemed to shinelier loveliest for
the occasion. -The drive up the long avenue of
lofty spreading trees, hung with lamps, was
very pretty; but when sauntering by rustic
steps, paths, and bridges, down the slope, across,
the streami and round the little lake, in which.
were reflected the bouse, conservatory, and in-
numerable coloured lights-whilst the sounds of
distant music, mingled with the plashing of the
water came floating in the air-one could al-
most imagine oneself back amid the fairy tales
of years gone by. From this, however, wo
were soon awakened by a noble appeal to the
sympathies of the inner man; and this and
other like pleasing duties being gone through
with, we took our leave after spending an ex-
tremely pleasant evening.

PASS AND PLUCK.

We cull a few items of interest to Canadian
medicoes from the Report (Mled. Times and
Gazette) of the Court and Board of Examiners
of the Royal College -of Surgeons, England,
for the year 1875-76, showing the number who
have passed and have been rejected from the
various medical schools during that period:-

Primary Examinations.
ýNumberMedical School. Totals. passed.r

St. Bartholonews. 98 73
uy's.................87-50 60

University College ......... 78-50 45
St. Thornas's ............ 6750 3550
London ................ 48-66 20
St. George's ............... 33-00 20
Edinburgh................ 19•66 13
Dublin................ 1183 6·66
Toronto................... 8-50 7-50
Glasgow................ 5.50 8'50
Mtreal................3 3
New York...............250 -

Pass Exaninations.
University college ... ..... 78-91 66-58

................ 77 69
St. Bartholomew's.. ....... 6375 49-75
St.Thomas's............. 41-41 3558
Et. George's............. 27-50 22
London.................21·50 16-50
Edinburgh................. 17-50 14
Dublin ................. 5 2
Toronto.................. 4·66 2.83
Glasgow ................... 3 1
Ilolitreai -3 13Mnea..................1Us3 1·33New York.................50 50

rom 31 Schools, Primary
Examinations. Totals. 700 44ŠFrom 33 Schools, Pass Ex-
aminations. Totas,. 498 377

From Canadian S C h o o 1 s,
Primary Examinations.
Totals .... ....

Trm Canadian S c h o o 1s,
Pau Examinations - -

n exhibit of which we have n

Numnber Percent-
plucke age ofplucked. reîecns.

25 1 in 3-96
27*50 " 3'18
33·50 2·34
22 " 261
2866 1-70
13 2*53

6-66 3.05
5-50 " 2-16
1 " 8-50
2 <'2-75

_ 0.00i
2*50 < 1-00

12-33 1 n 6.39
18 4.37
14 4-53

58 '< 5-10

S 4-30
3.60 6 00
3 1'66
1-83 " 2-54
2 " 1-50

-00 0-00
-00 0.00

257 1 in 2-72

12 <' 4-11

- 1150

" 3%7

o reason to be

Medical and Surgical Memoirs, 1855-76. By
JosEPH JONEs, M.D., Prof. of Chemistry
and Clinical Medicine, University of Louisi-
ana. Vol. i.

This volume " relates chiefly to diseases which
are confined more or less to special anatomical
divisions of the human body, as the nervous,
circulatory, respiratory, and osseous systems,"
and exhibits on the part of its author a most
iùdefatigable zeal in research and collection of
material, and does really contain a large amount
of useful, interesting, and amusing matter, with
a great deal that does not appear very relevant
to the subjects treated of, but all mixed up in
the same chapter in such a way. as to constitute
a most delightful medley.

The chapter devoted to "investigations on
the nature, causes, relations, and treatment of
traumatic tetanus," consists of 266 pages, and
embraces a full account of all that ha8 ever been
written on that subject, a pretty full account of
the various theories of epilepsy that have here-
tofore prevailed throughout the world, long re-
ports of cases of insanity, an acc6unt of Sir
Humphrey Davy's cure of paralysis.by the
thermoneter bulb under the tongue, Prof.
Woodhouse's experiment of producing all the
effects of nitious oxide by the administration of
pure air, besides reports of cases of paralysis and
syphilitie lesions of the brain, with nearly six
pages of very small type, embracing an account
of witchcraft as it existed in the West Indies
prior to 1760, and an account of Perkinism and
other delusions, most of which were to be found
in Dunglison's Therapeutics twenty years ago,
but which, as far as we can see, have no very
ôbvious relation to " traumatic tetanus."

The author has utilized the material furnish-
ed by the civil and military hospitals of the
South during the late civil war, and has, no
doubt, produced a work that will prove of ser-
vic to the profession there.

His chaÿter on Spinal Meningitis, which ap-
pears to have been rather prevalent in thle Con-
federate army, as well as on the plantatioLs, is
very interesting, both in regard to the general
history, and the post mortem appearances of the

Idisease. The author gives a*synopsis of the
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treatment pursued by every one who bas ever
written about it, but appears to favour general
blood-letting in the beginning of most acute
cases, a practice in which he bas*few followers
among Northern practitioners at the present
day.

To a person who bas the time and patience to
separate the wheat from the chaff, these me-
moirs will afford a considerable amount of in-
formation and amusement, but the volume be-
fore-us reminds one of a very old man trying to
tell bis grandchild all the incidents of bis long
life, during an evening's chat.

*We hope the two succeeding volumes will be
more condensed and practical, and not have
their otherwise really beautiful pages sullied by
making them the vehicle for the distribution of
a defence of that blot on the civilization of our
age, " the military. prison of Andersonville and
its fiendish commandant, Wirz."

Orthopedic Surgery - Deformities of the
Lower Extremies. By Van S. Lindsley,
M.D. Read before the Medical Society of Ten-
nessee, April, 1876.

A Clinical Lecture on the use
Dressing in Fractures of Lower

By David W. Yandell, M.D., Prof.
University of Louisville.

Notes on Syphili in the Insane.

of Plastic
Extremity.
of Surgery,

By Julius
Mickle, M.D., Medical Superintendent, Grove
Asylum, London.

Gastrotomg and Gastrostomy. By J. H.
Porley, M.D., Professor of Surgery, Starling
Medical College, Columbus, Ohio.

EAsY METHOi) OF GETTING RID Or THE
.Mudus ADHERENT TO THE NECK OF THE
UTERUs.-By Prof. Pagot.-(Translated from
Paris Medical. Dip a brush of lint into the
yolk of a fresh, raw egg. Stir it in the mucus.
throw a little water once or twice into the specu-
lum, 'still gently stirring the lint, then draw off
the water, and dry the neck or the uterus. It
in then found to be so completely wiped that
it appears to be cleaned of all secretions.

CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL MEETING.

The ninth annual meeting of the Canadian Medi-
cal Association opened at ten o'clock, on the 2nd
ult., in the Council Chamber, City Hall, the Presi-
dent, Dr. Hodder, occupying the chair. The first
business taken up was the reception of 'new niem-
bers.

The following gentlemen were elected: Drs.
Graham, Playter, Grasett, Barrett, F. Wright,
Buchan, Agnew, Robertson, Greenlees, and Reeve,
of this city; Dr. Tye, Thamesville; Dr. A. Mac-
donald, Guelph; Dr. Moore, Brampton; Dr.
Osler, Montreal ; Dr. Powland, Huntsville, and
Dr. Strange, of Aurora.

Dr. Cowan, of Hamilton, and Dr. Abbott, of
Chatham, presented themselves and vere received
as delegates.

The Associqtion adjourned till two o'clock.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President took the chair at two o'clock,
there being a large attend.ance of the profession,
an-ong wvhom were several prominent medical men
from the United States. Drs. White and Brush, of
Buffalo, were introduced to the Association, and
cordially invited to take part in the proceedings.

Dr. WHITE, in acknowledging the compliment,
referred to the importance of mutual conference
and association between medical men and the fact
that the practice of medicine vas cosmopolitan.
He trusted that more intimate relations would in
future subsist, not only between city and countryj
practitioners, but between the medical men of the
United States and Canada.

The following members were then elected
Drs. Graham, Reed, Hagel, J. S. King, J. Carrol,
Britton, Toronto; J. Rosebrugh, Hamilton; Rob-
ertson, Milton ; Philip, Watertown.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

Dr. HODDER, as President of the Association,
delivered his address. He congratulated the mrnem
bers on the interest they took in the Society as
was evinced by the large àttendance, and took this'

opportunity of offering a hearty welcome, on be
half of the medical men of Toronto, to the dele
gates from the United States, and invited them to,
join in all the discussions and slebates, and to con
sider themselves in every particular as members
of the Association. He alluded to the succes5
that had attended the formation of medical socie
ties, and the gatherings of medical men for scienti
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purposes in other countries, and thought the resuits
ought to stimulate the profession of the Dominion
to meet in large numbers at the meetings of the
Association. His remarks on this subject were so
pertinent that we give them more in extenso:-

"When we consider the vast amount of practice
and observation which is daily and hourly going
on, not only in the larger cities but in the surround-
ing districts of the Dominion, we cannot but feel
with regret that an enormous fund of valuable in-
formation and experience is and has been allowed
to run almost entirely to waste for a long succes-
sion of years. By joiming such an Association as
tbat which I have the honour to preside over this
day, the numerous body of our professional breth-
ren extensively engaged as general-practitioners,
who spend long and active lives in the practice of
their profession, would undoubtedly be able to con-
tribute inexhaustible stores of medical experience
of the highest interest and value, and which, but
for such a society, would remain uncommunicated,
and therefore lost to the profession. The local
medical societies do some good, but the results of
their meetings are rarely published, and therefore
many valuable cases never meet the eyes of the
profession generally, and are thereby lost to the
world. There is, however, one point of very con-
siderable moment to which I beg to draw the
attention of'the younger members of the profes-
sion :-Many young practitioners are deterred from
publishing or bringing before an association or
society cases of interest which occurred in their
practice, from an erroneous supposition on their
part that it is necessary to work them up into the
form of an elaborate essay. In nothing are they
more deceived ; the plain and truthful narrative of
a single fact is of infinitely more value than a thou-
sand theories. Wisely, then, did this Association
when they met last year at Halifax lmit the
time for the reading of papers, by which, I
trust, many members wiill be induced to send in
communications which otherwise they might not
feel disposed to do. It is only therefore in an
Association such as this that the accumulated ex-
perience of a large body of the medical profession
in this Dominion can be properly collected and
concentrated, so as to turn such inestimable stores
of. kn'owledge to good account, and render them
available and useful to the profession at large.
When we glance over the medical literature of

.former years, not only of Great Britain and the
Continent but of the United States-what, I would
ask,. are the works which have stood the test,of

tirne, and which among the numerous changes pro-
duce'd by improving and increasing knowledge are

still "lasting monuments," while systematic and,
for their time, learned works have long since sunk
into oblivion ?-it will be found that those simple
records of the experience of long lives, devoted
with ardent zeal to the cultivation of medical know-
ledge, retain their value unto the present moment,
and will doubtless continue to be consulted and

referred to by succeeding generations, as mines of
invaluable practical information. Now, if the

practice of one man, as in the case of Hunter,
Harvey, Smellie, and a host of others, can produce
recollections of facts which have immortalized
their names and conferred lasting benefits on

every department of the healing art, how much
more useful and important will be the combined
efforts of hundreds of fact-collectors, concerning'
all the results of their practice and their observa-

tions, thrown into one great depository, viz : the

Canadian Medical Association. If I have tired your
patience gentlemen, by dwelling too long upon

what appears to me to be the great object and

what will form the great strength and importance
of this association, I mean the collecting of valu-

able facts on questions of medical and surgical

practice and public hygiene, I beg your indul-

gence ; and yet there is another point which I

must not omit, I mean the effect these meetings

have on our social position. It brings together

the members of the medical profession, it enables

us to know each other, it binds us together with a

social bond which must ever be not only a source
of sincere satisfaction but of mutual improvement
and advantage. The friction of different minds

,earnestly engaged in similar pursuits is peculiarly
valuable, for it is scarcely possible for any man

who has been moved by the same impulses, agitat-

ed by the same fears, excited by the samie hopes,
and elated by the same successes, who has felt the

responsibilities, and experienced the hours of pain-

ful anxiety in the treatment of difficult and danger-

ous cases, not to derive consolation and' benefit

by consultation and communication with his pro-

fessional brethren."

He then proceeded to allude to some of the new

discoveries which had taken place during the year

in the practice of medicine, surgery, and nid-

wifery.
Amon'g other matters he reported some cases in

which Prof. Thomas had successfully transfused

milk, an operation which was first performed by

the President during the great cholera epidemic in

this city, and with the most beneficial results. It

was of great importance to remember that milk

may be used as a substitute for blood in transfu-

sion, for, besides being always more accessible, it
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might, in cases of epidemic among the human
family, be preferable, as we cannot in such a case
be certain that-the blood to be injected is free from
the germs of the disease it is intended to combat.

The treatment of fibroids of the uterus by hypo-
dermic injections of ergot was also alluded to, Dr.
Hodder having found great benefit from it. The
address concluded with a reference to the serious
losses which the medical profession and the world
at large had met with by the death of a very large
number of distinguished men. Great Britain had-
lost Bennett, James Clark, Latham, Headland, Sir
George Gibbs, Letheby, Donovan and many others.
Germany had lost Prof. Franke; France had lost
Andral, Levain, Ballard, Duchesne ; while the
niedical ranks of Canada had lost Dr. Cole, of
Clinton, Dr. Yates, of Kingston, and Dr. Beau-
mont, of this city.

In the remarks which followed the reading of the
paper, Dr. Trenholme stated that the use of the in-
jections of ergot had not yielded the same happy
results with him ; and that in some cases when
the fibroids had been inaccessible, he had with
good result removed the ovaries to check their
growth. In one case he had operated for their re-
moval per vaginam.

After some further remarks a vote of thanks was
tendered to the President for his address.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

Drs. Canniff, Thorburn, Trenholme, Robillard,
Temple, Rosebrugh, Osler, David, Strange, and
Zimmerman were appointed Nominating Com-
mittee.

It was moved and seconded that Dr. Philip, of
Watertown, be elected a member. Carried.

CRIMINAL INSANITY.

Dr. Joseph Workman was then called on and
read a paper with the above title.

This 'paper (being one of great practical im-
portance to the public at large as wéll as to the
profession) has already been published in full by
the author in the secular press. We will merely say
in brief that, among other points, it raised certain
questions in connection with the "epidemic of
crime," which has been raging in this province its
relations to insanity, and some of the causes which
tended to increase and spread it. In dealing with
the latter part of the subject the doctor read a
severe lesson to those journalists who are in the
habit of hashing up the. most disgusting details to
tickle the morbid tastes of their readers, and make
their papers sell, and who thus excite the weak-
minded, and incite the " imitative instinct" to the
commission of crime. He also rebutted the self-

assurance of certain of them who assume to know
more about insanity, and in fact about any other
subject, than those who may have made such sub-
ject a special study. He spoke, too, of the rash
haste with which men whose sanity was a matter
of doubt had been hurried to trial, and to
the gallows, and that in opposition to scientific
opinion. He also threw out some hints of value to
the practitioner who may chance to find himself in
the witness box, for example, that it is not the
bounden duty of the witness to help furnish ques-
tions as well as ansivers, and that he must be in no
hurry to answer till he gets a definite, intelligible
question, one which will not leave his interrogator
at liberty to misconstrue the answer.

The paper being one which will well repay
perusal, we would refer our readers for a full report
to the Zeader of the 9th uIt., or to the Mail'in two.
consecutive numbers about the same date.
. Dr. HINGSTON spoke in high terms of this valu-
able paper. In the course of his.remarks he sug-
gested that medical men shonld be shy of giving
opinions in these causes celebres, except on such
points as they were specially familiar with. In this,
way they would avoid throwing discredit on their
own knowledge as well as on the opinions of those-
more specially versed on the points under discus-
sion.

Dr. KINCAID, Peterborough, said he had noticed
in a city paper a letter respecting the Fox case·
from a student of medicine, who was now a school-
teacher, the communication tending to lead the
people to doubt scientific evidence on the subject
of insanity. Dr. Workman, Dr. Dickson, and
another medical man held that Fox was not insane,
while the people of the locality, especially the
clergy, held he was insane. The writer of the
communication indicated that the result of the
Jost-nortein examination vas that evidence was
discovered of disease of the brain ; but the certifi-
cate signed by the medical men present at the ]ost

mortem examination stated that Fox's brain was
found to be perfectly sound and well developedi,
showing no organic disease leading to insanity.

After some remarks by other members, a hearty
vote of thanks was accorded to Dr.·Workman for
his paper.

Dr. HORNIBROOK, Mitchell. said he thought tlie

system which prevailed in France was the correct
one. He would move, " That in the opinion of
this Association it would be- desirable that in al
cases of alleged murder. where the plea of insanity.
is raised, the accused should be plaGed under the
supervision of one oi. more experts, until the exist-
ence or non-existence of insanity is determined."'

Dr. ROBERTS said the result of that would,
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that the plea of insanity would be raised in every
case of murder.

Dr. WORKMAN said he thought the contrary
would be the result.

Dr. CANNIFF suggested that the resolution
should be left as a notice of motion.

It accordingly stood over. .
Dr. THORBURN remarked that Mr.'Blake, when

in the Ontario Government, had made a proposal
that scientific matters of that kind should be dealt
with by scientists. The matter was, however,
allowed to drop.

AUDITORS' REPORT.

Drs. Oldwright and Trenholme reported that
they had audited the Treasurer's books and vouch-
ers and found them correct.

Dr. STRANGE then read a paper on

OVARIOTOMY,

In which he referred more particularly to the vari-
ous methods of treating the pedicle, and exhibited
the clamp and iron for the delete cautery,
for which he seemed to have a preference.

Dr. WHITE, of Buffalo, was called for, and, in
moving a vote of thanks for the paper, stated that
his treatment of the pedicle varied according to the
character of it, and the necessities of the case.

After re-assembling for the

EVENING SESSION
the paper was again under discussion, and a -vote
of thanks was accorded to Dr. Strange for it.

Dr. J. ROSEBRUGH, of Hamilton, then read a
paper on

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF MENSTRUATION,

and produced specimens of membranes, cast off
from the uterus of a patient of his while menstrua-
ting.

Dr. OSLER offered a few remarks on the subject,
which then dropped.

VITAL STATISTICS AND PUBLIC HYGIENE.

Dr. CANNIFF moved, seconded by Dr. TREN-
*HOLME, " That the following Committee be ap-
pointed to prepare a memorial to the Dominion
Government with respect to vital statistics and
public hygiene :-The President, Drs. Hingston,
Workman, Clarke, Playter, Canniff, and Oldright."

Dr. RIDDELL thought the first question to be
decided was whether the subject of vital statistics
çame within the scope of the Dominion Parliament
or Provincial Législature. In Old Canada a law
yrevailed calling for certain statistics to be made
to, the Board of Statistics, but one of the first acts
of the Ontario Legislature was to do away with the
obligation to send statistics to Ottawa and to pro-

vide that such should be sent to the officers of the
Provincial Government.

After a great deal of discussion the motion was
carried and the meeting adjourned.

SECOND DAY.-MORNING SESSION.

The following new members were elected :-Dr.
Pollard, Dr. W. Metcalfe, Dr. McGregor, Dr. Bell,
Dr. Sheppard, Dr. Brown, Dr. George Ross, Dr.
Fuller, Dr. Garden, and Dr. Roddick, of Montreal;
Dr Cobbett, Dr. Hodder, jun., Dr. Holmes, Dr.
J. Frazer, Dr. R. A. Corbett, Dr. Baynes, and Dr,
Wilkins.

VITAL STATISTICS.

Dr. RIDDELL laid on the table the various Acts
with reference to vital statistics. He also produced
copies of the schedule of registration of births,
deaths, and marriages.

Dr. GEIKIE read a paper on a case of

GASTRIC ULCER AND SUPPRESSION OF URINE.

The patient, a young lady, having voided no

urine for thirty consecutive days.
Dr. TRENHOLME, Chairman of Committee, read

the
REPORT ON GYNŒCOLOGY.

In which the treatment of fibroids was taken up

As also some of the causes of uterine congestions
and displacements, and reference was made to the
effect of dancing just before, during, and after the
menstrual period, to the exciting literature of our
yonng girls, their late hours, and other bad habits.
The chairman referred to some new instruments,
some of which he exhibited later.

During the discussion on the paper, members ex-
pressed their appreciation of the manner in which
Dr. Trenholme had always discharged his duties
in connection with this committee.

The meeting then adjourned.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Association re-assembled at 2:I5-

The following were elected permanent members
Drs. E. Baldwin, Archibald, Berryman, Pyne,

Cobbett, Hodder, jr., Holmes, John Fraser, Robert
Corbett, and Baines.

Dr. GRASETT read a paper on

ANTISEPTIC SURGERY,

Describing Lister's method, which elicited the

usual discussion as to the relative âmount, of
credit due to cleanliness and to carbolic acid,
which has occurred at several meetings of:the
Association.

Two new features were, however, brought out by

Dr. Grasett's treatment of the subject, more clearly
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than we have seen it brought out before : first, that
Lister did not niaintain that carbolic acid in direct

contact with a wound lessened the amount of sup-
puration, (rather the reverse), but that it must be

applied as a sentinel at the opening of the wound

to prevent the ingress of air laden with pyogenic
germs; secondly, Dr. Grasset gave a short history
of the experiments and observations which led

Lister to promulgate his " method."
A vote of thanks was tendered to Dr. Grasett.

The order of business was then suspended in

order to receive the

REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

Dr. Thorburn submitted the report of the Nomi-

nating Committee, which, after certain suggestions

by members, was passed as folloiws :-President,
Dr. Hingston, Montreal; Vice-President for On-
tario, Dr. Workman, Toronto; Vice-President for

of thanks was given to him and the Council for
their kindness in lending the Council Chamber for
the use of the Association. His Worship duly
acknowledged.

Votes of thanks were also given to the various
railroads and the Richelieu Navigation Company
for the reduction.of fares.

Dr. HINGSTON thanked the Association for the
honour conferred upon him, and he expressed his
intentioi of doing his best to meet the approval of
those who had placed confidence in him.

The following new members were elected : Dr.
Pyne, Dr. Berryman, and Dr. Archibald.

THE NEXT MEETING.

Dr. OSLER moved that the next meeting be held
in Montreal on the second Wednesday in Sep-
tember.

The motion was carried, and a Committee of
Quebec, Hon. Dr. Ross. Quebec ; Vice-President arrangements vas appointed.
for New Brunswick, Dr. Bayard, St. John ; Vice-
President for Nova Scotia, Dr. Moran, Halifax ;

Secretary for Ontario, Dr. Zimmerman, Toronto; Dr. HINGSTON read the report of the Committee
Secretary for Quebec, Dr. Russell, jun., Quebec; on Medical Education, to the effect that as the
Secretary for New Brunswick, Dr. Herrington, St. question of medicai education was under the con-

John ; Secretary for Nova Scotia, .Dr. Almond, sideration of the Legisiatures of Quebec and On-
Halifax; General Secretary, Dr. David, Montreal tario the Committee recommended that the educa-
General Treasurer, Dr. Robillard, Montreal. tion and examinations in the Provinces be the

Committee on Medicine-Drs. Ross (Montreal), same, s0 that licentiates of one Province would
Sweetland, and Mullin. have the privilege of the other Province.

Committee on Surgery--Drs. Richardson, Old- The Dr.'then moved, seconded by Dr. Canniff,
right, and Kincaid. the adoption of the

Committee on .Obstetrics-Drs. Ross (Toronto), REPORT 0F COMMITTEE
Strange (Aurora), Rosebrugh (Hamilton).

Committee on Therapeutics-Drs. Fulton, D. appointed last night to memorialize the Dominion
Clare, ad Honibrok.Government in the matter of

Clarke, and Hornibrook.
Committee on Necrology-Drs. Osler, Graham, VITAL STATISTICS,

and Farrel.
Comitte o Meica Edcato nandLitra-which. recommended the following as the sub-

Comittee on Medical Education and Litera- of the memorial
ture-Drs. Howard, Hodder, and Parker. The Canada Médical Association beingof

Committee on Climatology-Drs. Marsden, Bain, opinion that the sanitary laws at pesent in
Playter, Rosebrugh (Toronto), Larocque, Canniff, ence in the Doninion are insufficient to meet the
De Witt Martyn, Botsford, Tye, andrequirements of public health, that a systeniof
(Halifax). ublic hygiene must embrace an acquaintance

Committee on Publication-Drs. F. W. Campbell, ith vital statistics, that the importance of that
Osler, and David. knowledge is recognized elsewhere, and that iD

Delegates to American Medical Association-
Drs. Grant, Sweetland, Hingston, David, Fulton, Canada systen4s more or less complete of vita
Thorburn,.Marsden, and Russel, sen. (Quebec). statistics obtain, and sanitary iaws have been

Delegates to International Medical Congress---Delegates~~~~ to ntrainlMdcloges- enacted and enforced ; the Association therefore,
Drs. J.' Ross, F. H. Wright, McDonald, Mallock;Z> 1 pray that if it be within the scope and power of,
Grant, Brouse, Workman, Dickson, Osler, Wil-
liams, Craig, Russel, jun., Wickwire, Canniff, scherne be intrduced as will supply a much-fef
andYeomans. want and to the members of the profession.

VOTE OF THANKS.' throughout the Dominion, and other scinteic,

On the appearance of the Mayor a hearty vote persons, additional eans of acquirinc a moreet-
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tended knowledge ofý the more prevalent diseases
and establishing comprehensive laws relating to
public health.

The motion was carried.
EXEMPTION FROM TAXATION.

A communication was read from Ald. Hallam
asking the co-operation of the Association in
petitioning the Legislature for the abolition of
tax exemption. As it was shown that the subject
was one which did not come within the objects of
the Association the letter was laid on the table.

PAPERS.

The papers which were to have been read by
Dr. Yeomans, of Mount Forest, and Dr. Oldright,
were, at the request of those gentlemen, not read
because of the lateness of the hour.

Dr. REEVE, Toronto, read an interesting paper
on

OTOLOGY,

giving a review of the growth of this department
of surgery, and the improvements in it to the pre-
sent day. The paper was illustrated by the exhi-
bition of a complete arrnamentum of otological in-
struments and a description of their uses.

After a few remarks by Dr. ROSEBRUGH, a vote
of thanks was tendered to Dr. Reeve for his paper.

VOTE OF THANKS.

The President then left the chair, after which
the thanks of the Association were, on motion of
Dr. Sweetland, seconded by Dr. Workman, pre-
sented to Dr. Hodder for his conduct in the chair.

Dr. TRENHOLMR moved the thanks of the
members of the Association for the reception they
had given to their visitors.

The motion was seconded and carried unani-
mously by the members.

On motion of Dr. WORKMAN, seconded by Dr.
Roseburgh, votes of thanks were passed to the
General Secretary, Dr. David, and the Treasurer,
Dr. Robillard.

The Association then adjourned.

APPOINTMENTS.

J. B. Milis, M.D.,' of Springfield, to be an
Associate Coroner in and ,for the. County of
-Elgin.

J. Robinson, M.D., of Fort Francis, to be,
Commissioner, per dedimus potestatem, for the
hJistrict of Thunder Bay.

Jas. B3. Campbell, of ithevillageof Belmont,
~Esq.,M.I., to be tan, Associate Coroner, in and
-for the County of Middlesex

A Russian traveller, Colonel Prejevalsky, who
has reccatly penetrated into the interior of
Mongolia, bas obtained most conclusive evi-
dence as to the character of medicinal rhubarb.
It seems settled, from his observations, that the
root is that of Rheun palmatum.-Cheisnt and
Druggist.

SALIOYLIC ACID IN ' )IPHTHERIA.-Dr. J.
Lewis Simith bas within the past few months
been testing the eflicacy of salicylic acid to check
the blood changes in diphtheria. The result of
bis observations is that it is obviously without
avail, even in cases where there is tendency to

renal complication and where it was supposed
nost good would result.

ALCOHOL.-A patient suffering from alcohol-
ism stoutly refused to take bromide of potas-

sium or any other " confounded medicine'."

Twenty grains were dissolved in a glass of milk,
which he drank readily. Siiice then I find that
tventy grains are entirely disguised by one

ounce of milk. . I have also found milk a very
useful liquid to " wash down " salicylic acid
wafers. It bas always in my hands prevented
the burning in the stomach which is so often
produced when the acid is given in large and

oft-repeated doses.

COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE IJLNA; AMPU-

TATION; TREATMENT BY THE OPEN METHOD;

OBJECTION TO IT.-A workman in a planing-

mill received an extensive injúry to the ulna

and muscles by having his arin dragged within
the rollers. On admission to hospital the ulna
was found shattered to within three inches ot
the olecranon. -Amputation -at the elbow was
performed by the bouse surgeon, Dr: C. P.
Smith, and stump allowed to remain open. The
case did well ; but, when it was considered

proper to bring the flaps together' it, vas found
that they were too log, and a portion of them
had to be removed:' It woùlld: seem that one
marked objection to the open method cf'treat-

ing stumps consists:in the' uncertainty cf esti-
mating the 'proper amount of ilap to make in
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order to guard against the contraction which
will of necessity result. In the above case the
mistake was on the safe side.

THE PRESERVATION OF ICE AT THE BEDSIDE.
For some years it. has been the practice of Mr.
Sampson Gamgee to cut a piece of flannel about
nine inches square and secure it by ligature
round the mouth of an ordinary tumbler, so as
to leave a cup-shaped depression of flannel
within. the tumbler to about half its depth. In
the flannel cup so constructed pieces of ice miay
be preserved many hours; all the longer if a
piece of flannel froui four to five inches square
be used as a loose cover to the ice-c-up. Cheap
flannel, with coimfàratively open meshes, is
preferable, as the water easily drains. through
it and the ice is thus kept quite dry. When
good flannel with close texture is employed, a
small hole nust be madle in the bottom of the
flannel cup; otherwise it bolds the water and
facilitates the melting of the ice, which is,
nevertheless, preserved much longer than in the
naked cup or tumbler. A reserve supply out-
side the bed-room door can be secured by
making a flanneL cup, on the plan above de-
scribed, in.a jug, andti filling it with little lumps

branch, of knowledge with wbich lie is- not
acquainted. -He is not only a good pain ter and
sculptor, but also un excellent iachiisjt' and
architect, and is as good a microscopist an.d
chemist as he is a turner. For this last occu-
pation lie has a well-appointed workshop ; and
al] the casts taken fron the cases lie bas oper.
ated upon cone from his own modelling-room,
He manufactures, hiimself, most of the surgical
instruments which lie uses. His garden, which
in the season produces fruits so early tihat they
miglt seei to bu grown iii Algeria, is also his
own work. The lieuse which he lias built is a
model of house-buildin, and is adornsed with
sculptures froa his own chisel. The 250
ovariotomies which le lias iert'orned since
1862, with alnost incredibly successful results,
are eninently his own work. It would seem
incredible to those who have not seen him at,
work in his turnery, his smithy, anid his studio/
that such an anount of work could have been
got through by the bands of a mtan who is
scarcely fifty years of age, and who is in the
receipt annually of 300,000 fr. for his ovarioto-
mies and other surgical operations.-fedical

i imes and Gazette.

oI c ar e n, Ltien t a t ere s space REDUCTION or PARAPHJNos.-Alfred Edl
enough below the bag to allow the water to dowes, MB n .. (rts eia or
collect and leave the ice dry. This provision na9, savs:-" For the last two years 1 have
will allow ice to be used during the hottest
night without the supply failing or the patient e

b te o the followving, plan: Take a sti1p of %vet uine
being disturbed-two veiry important considera- a a o
tions. The real therapeutic benefit of ice is the glans and oedematous prepuce iit, allow-
only produced in some cases by its free use,
and its soothing and stilling effect must be~take a piece of elastie, 0ho best bcing the or-
aided by the most perfect surrounding quiet.-

(Lancet, June 10.)'Z(Lc~cetJune10.)wiading, it round the glans from' before back-,

ward. Adjusting the elastie evenly and firmly
PROFESSOR KOEBERLE, OF STRASBURG.-A is easîly mnagedi if the liât, be ailowed te

correspondent of the A1lg, Wein. Afed. Zeit. (No. reacl beyond the glaus in fiont, so as to givo a
20>, gives some intnresting particulars of this starting-point for the elastie to catch holdavf,
cebebrated surgeon, to whom ho recently paid a If the sweliig be very great, it is better toap-
visit 'at Strasburg, He graduated, with great p the elastie lighty ak firt, allowit to do ite
distinction in that uiniversity, ,tanifesting great work, thon pull t rapidly off and re-apply It
pTroficiency iu almost every branch of iodical more firanly. By this precaution alt unnece
and, surgipal, knowldge, and wassoon appointed k sary pain is avoideti, thoug, a litt e more oie
Professor of Anatomy. He, is,, in fact, a kint is required uTho great and even pressure f
cf universa genus, for it is difficuet tl name a the urus of elastic very goon reduces the swo
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ing. If the elastic and lint be quickly re-
moved, the glans will be found shrivelled up,
and the prepuce readily' passes over it. I have
been induced to draw attention to this plan of
reducing paraphimosis by those who have seen
me omploy it.-Louisville M1ed. News.

INJECTION OF QUININE IN GoNORRHRA.-
Radha Nauth Roy, Assist. Surg., extols (Inclian
ifed. Gazette, May, 1876) the efficacy of injec-
tions of quinia in gonorrbha. He states : "I
was once teimpted to try it ii a case of acute
gonorrbœSa, where scalding was unbearable, and
discharge profuse, and to my utter surprise
after the third day, I found the man quite
relieved. le described to me the soothing
effect of the injection as something cold like
ice. The discharge was so muci diminished
that his clothes were scarcely stained after the
third day. There was no more incessant desire

to void the urine, and he was to all appear-
ance comfortable. My success in this case
made me bold enougli to use it in other cases,
and I have invariably found the disease yield
both in its acute and chronic stage under its
influence. It acts as a tonie and astringent to
the mucous membrane of the urethra. I have
also used it in some cases of cystitis with much
benefit. I generally use it dissolved in sul-
phuric acid dil. mixed with rose-water. Two

grains of quinine sulph. dissolved in acid.
sqJph. dil. m viij or w, x, and mixed with an
ounce of rose-water-to be used twice for injec-
tion. At the same time I give copaiba mixture
to my patients. In almost all the cases i have
found it. act like a charm. -The disease is gen-
erally cured within a week, but chronic cases
take a longer time. In a few acute cases it
took more than a fortnight, but the delay in
them was attributable to tlieir irregular habits
during ths treatment."

VIRGINIA MDAL MOýeNTHLY.

LANDON B. EDWARDS, M.D., - - Editor and Proprietor

Member of Virginia State Board of Bealth ; Lecturer Materia Medica, Medical College of Virginia.; Secretary
of Medical Society of Virginia, etc.

BLISHED IN BICEOND, Va., AT $3 A YEAE.
gzrPAGES SEVENTY-S1X TO EIGHTY EACH MONTH. -

Ci-culates in every section of United States; has an excellent corps of Contributors; al departments of
beit journals ; devoted to the interests of regular profession, but is entirely'independent of every Corporation
or Iustitution.

_ir Comnuniications'solicited from every quarter. Annual volumes begin with April Number, and are
thoroughly indexed.

Orlr tie Only Original. DR, REEV
LIFEI AN~D DE A TIH.

Just the picture for a Doctor's office. Pronounced by both Pre38 CAN BE CONSULTED IK REGARD TO
and Public the greatest optical wonder of the age.

A lIlYSTERY OF ART! !The DÜblin liic sas of itA:-" It represents LIF in its osEAR
enjoyable and'enchanting aspect, but. upon viewing, it from a'
distance, you perceive DYATHI in its most terrible and sickeninor
frin. Every Doctors office should have a copy, of this super At the Teoumseh House, London,
picture."sh g ta have this superb wvorkç of art, in every Physician's O H s AUD. FEEY NH

e wil send a copy ta any Member of the Profession at e ON THE 1st SATURDAY OF EVERY MONT=
ededprice, 75 cents.

Address-
SOMAFER & 00,9

Youngstown, Ohio. Residence and Office, 22 Shuter St., Toronto.
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BUCKEYE

RElfEEAL sPRyNGf.

The attention of the Profession is called to this valuable REMEDIAL AGENT as a Tonic
of great service, containiug a considerable quantity of Peroixde of Iron in permanent solution, of
an agreeable taste. The cases in which such a preparation would be indicated are apparent,
and it will be found to fully sustain its theoretical value in actual use.

'A NATURAL SPRINC FOUND IN THE IRON DISTRICT OF 0H10,
It has been locally known for a number of years,j and its value proved

beyond a doubt.

Send for Ciru1ars anid fall particulars to

REFORD & HUGHESt
AGENTS 9e CANADA,

COLBORNE STREET.
TORONTO.
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!SKE 'BARITABY 30BEEALt'
DEVOTED TO PUBLIC IEAILTII & PILEVENTIVE IEDICINE.

"To prevent disease is the most inportant aim of the Science and art of Mediern e," Say$ SIa WILLIAM JIENEa.

The purpose of the SANITARY JOURNAL is to diffuse a knowledge of Sanitary Science, of the Ceuses of Diseses the Meam of

Preventing or Removing these Causes. In short, to discuss ail questions pîrtaininz to Public H eaith and Individual Hsgiene.

Sanitary Science is fast becoming the most important branch of Mesilcine. The m're the attention o hbysicias le turned ta

the development of the Science, and the practice of the art of Prevention, the more m 1ll they, as well as the publie, ,e enefited;

the greater will be the service rendered by the former, and the greater the pay, while the practice wili be easier. The public can

afford to pay much better for Prevention than for Cure. Ail who take an interest in the luture wteli-being of the Profession should

aid in the development of Sanitary >cience.
The atm of the Publisher is to make it specially useful and interesting to Medical men.

Biometry-the measure of life-will be made a special feature in the SANITARY JOUiRNAL, which will render it valuable to ail con-

esected wlth Lite Insurance business.
Contrbtors to pat Numbers of the Journal:-Dr. Joseph Workman, Dr. Wm. Marsden, (Quebec,) Dr. Canniff, Dr. Berryman,

Dr. Oldright, Dr. Gecorge Wrighst, and otisers.
Published Monthly, at 2 pert anot, in advance. Two Copies, one -car, $3 50; or One Copy, two years, $3 50. Vol. I. neatly

bound in eloth, postage paid, $2 25. Back Ntimbers supplied.

Address, Editor " SANIThRY JOURNAL," Toronto.

ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS % BATTERIES,

FLEMMING & TALBOT,
No. 814 FILBERT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

:o:

Having largely increased our manufacturing facilities, we are now prepared to furnish the

finest work, with the latest improvements, on reasonable terms.

Portable GalvaniC, Faradic, and CaustiC Batteries, with complete applying apparatus, and

Electrodes and Gonductors, in all their varieties, constantly on hand.

Contracts made for the erection of. permanent batteries in hospitals, colleges, and private

offices.
A full supply of Electro-Medical Books always in store. Communications by mai]

promptly attended to.

0r-SEND FOR CATALOGUE.-M

16 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.
MANUFACTURER OF

A rtificial Limbs & Surgical A ppliances,
Spinal Supports for Angula and Lateral oCuvatwes,>

Instruments for Knock Knees, Bow Legs, Hip bisease,
Paralysis, Club Foot,

And all Deficiencies and Deformities oi the human body.

Also, ROSEWOOD. HICKORY, and MAPLE CRUTCHES.

ToRoNTO, Sept. 17, 1874-

I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, and
excellence of wo kmanship shown la Mr. Authors Surgical Appian*ces. Tuey
wil bear comparison with those oanuiactured in any part of the world.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D.,
Uniiversityof Toronto, M.R.C.S., England.

For furthpr information and nuinerous testimonia:s see pamphlet. Sent

free ou app.ication.
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VALENTINES MEAT JUICE.
This dietetic, first offered to the Medical Profession of the United States in 1871, has, in the meantime,

been fully tested by them, and through theni it has acquired its preaent positi n. We desire 10 submit
brief extracts from the testimonials of some of tht se well-known medica gentlemen for the consideration of
the profession in Canada. Any further evidence of the value of the Meat Juice than is contained in this
sumnary of results from its use will appear unnecessary.

The Meat Juice is a liquid extract, from. which all fat, fibre, and other matter, not readily assimilable,
have been excluded. It can be prepared (with cold water) in an instant, at the bedside of the sick, in tra-
velling, or whenever concentrated niourishment is urgently demanded.

Our Circular-Book-with extendý d reports, and the recommendations and directions of the practice of
the United States, will be forwarded by us, when requested. To the ti ade we will send our price-letter
when advised. The Meat Juice may be obtained in any of the cities of the United States, and in Montreal
and Toronto.

IRA W. BLUNT, Agent, Valentine's Meat Juice.
RICRMOND, Virginia, United States.

TESTIMONIALS.
I prescribe Valentine's Meat Juice daily, and like it better than any preparation of the sort I ever used.

J. MaRION S[MS, M.D., New York.
I consider the Meat Juice invaluable. It is par excellence the Medicine Food of the age.

WM. BRODIE, M.D., Dettoit, Mich.
Valentine's Meat Juice has, in my hands, served a more valuable purp, se than any other similar pre-

paration. S. M. BEMIS, M.D., New Orleans, La.
Valentine's Meat Juice is the best preparation for invalids that I have seen.

MON TROSE A. PALLEN, M.D., St. Louis, Mo.

For convenience of administration, extent of application, and reliability as to nutritive and restorative
powers the Meat Juice is invaluable. H. BLACK, Blacksbury, Va.

I have found Valentine's Meat Juice all that is claimed for it.
R. W. HILLARY, M.B., Aurora, Canada.

I consider the Meat Juice of inestimable value in many cases of disordered digestion, Chronic Diarrlhea,
Cholera Infantum, &c. HUNTER MAGUIRE, M.D.,

Prof. Surgery, Va. Med. Collég'e.
I give Valentine's Meat Juice the preference over all other preparations which have come under my

notice. ADDDINELL HEUSON, M.D., Phila.
Valentine's Meat Juice is probably second only to transfusion, without any of the dangers of the latter

expedient. R. L. MADISON, M. D., Surgeon and Prof. Physiology, Va. Mil. Institute.

The Meat Juice is the nutrient par excellence for a tired stomach, or to fortify the systeni against any
of exhaustion. GEO. L. BEARDSLEY, M.D., Late Surgeon in charge Bellevue Hospital, N.Y.

As a concentrated food, I can hardly speak too highly of the Meat Juice. We have notfound a single
case in which it was not beneficial, and in which it did not agree with the stomach.

A. REEVES JACKSON, M.D., Surgeon-in-chief, WoméWs Hospital, Chicago.

Valentine's Meat Juice is digestible, extremely nutritious, and contains a large pnouit of nutrient
material, in small bulk. T. GAILLARD TROMAs, M.D., N.Y.

I regard the Meat Juice as a sine qua non in the treatment of many of the chronic cases met here.
J. EDGAR CHANCELLOR, M.D., Jordon Alum Springs, Va.

Valentine's Meat Juice has been tried and found to be of superior quality and flavor, and far more
aceéptab1e to the patate than other preparations of this nature heretofore furnished by the Deartment.

F. L TOWN, Surgeon U. S. Army, Post Hospital, Fort Freble, Maine.

Bottles of Meat Juice which have been kept through the moist and hot weather of the past twelve months,
in this latitude (29°), are perfectly sweet and fresh. C. W. TRUhREART, M.D., Galveston, TeXas.

This preparation is one that cannot be dispensed with in very many cases, neither can its place be made
good hy any substitute that I have tried. H. A. PAINE, M. D., Albany, N.Y.

The Meat Juice affords opportunity to administer nutriment to the very large ClIas in our Insane
Asyhims who refuse food in bulk. It is the " niultum in parvo " that exactly neets the case.

AND. McFARLAND, M.D., Supt. Oak Lawn Retreat, Jacisonville, I.

As an easily diqested, concentrated, rapid blood-makinirg, and agreeable lqutrieu, Valentine's Méat Juice
is, in my opinion. superior to anv of the %arious preparations of meat in the market, and i may say that my
experience with iihem during the past fifteen years-in both military ad civ practice-has been con.
mideèrble. OSCAR C. DEWOWF, M.D., Chiôago, II.

I conSider the contents of your little bottle most invaluable in ail acut- and watiEng diaeases.
W. M. FITCH, M.D., Charl&ton, South Carolina.
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a. M. URR NOTOrN, Sole Proprietor,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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ARCHIVES OF CLINICAL SURGERY,
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PRICES CURRENT
OF A FEW

Pharmaceutical Preparations,
IANUJFA(JTURED BY

W. j. EU1UELL & o.,
Wholesale and Retail Chemists and Druggists,

No. 133 TONCGE STREET, Opposite Tem.perauco Street,

And Corner Church and Queen Streets, - - TORONTO, Ont.

Acid, Carbolic..............
Sulph. Arom. .........
Phosph. dil ............

ÀBther, Sulphuric.............
Antim. Pot. Tart............
Argent. Nit..............
Bals. CJopaub............
Bismuth, Carb..............

" Trisnit.............
Chloral, Hydrate....... .. ...
Chlorodyne .................
Chloroform, pure...........
Cinchon, Mur ...............
Collodion ..................
Emp. Belladon ...............

" Canthar ................
Ext. Aconit ..................

Belladon.................
Colo. Comp .............
Conii............. ..
Gentian...............
Hyosciam.............
Nue. Vom ..............
Tarax ..................
Valerian ...............

Ferri et Ammon. Cit ........
etQuin.Cit...........
Citro-pyrophos .........

Ferrum Redact.............
Sulph. pur.

Glycerine, pure.............
Hy drarg, Chlor.... .......

C. Cret.. ..
Nit. Oxyd ..
Bichlor ....

lodine...............
Jalapine ..............
Liq. Arsenical...........

Bismuth..............
Donovan
Plumbi.......

"Potaas.........

$ c.
0 07 Lin. Saponis ................. lb.
9 60 Magnes. Carb ................
0 5 " Citras ............
060 Sulph............ "
0 08 Morph. Mur.................oz.
1 80 ' Sulph................ "
1 25 Mist. Senne Co........ .. ....... lb.
0 30 01. Croten. Tig ............... oz.
0 30 Jecoris Asseli.............. lb.
0 12 " Menth. Pip...........
0 25 " OlivaOpt.........
1 90 " Ricini Opt..............
0 70 Opium ...................... o.
1 00 l Pul................
0 90 Pepsin (Morson's)............"
1 25 Pli. Assaletid ................ gros
0 25 " Cath. Co. U. S............
o2O " Rhei. Co.................
0 12 Plnmb. Acet..................lb.
0 Podophyllin ............... OZ.
0 07 Potass. Acet................. lb.
0 20 Bicarb..............
0 75 Bitart ..............
0 07 " Chlor...........
0 25 " Nitrat............
0 13 Potassii Bromid ............
0 65 " lodid.............
0 20 Puiv. Aromat ............... "
0 15 cret. CJo................
0 25 Ipecac ...............
0 30 o..............
0 15 Jalap.................
o 10 " tbei.. .................
0 15 Ziingib................. "
0 15 Quin. Sulph .................. oz.
0 50 Santonine ...................
1 7à Sode sicarb. (Howard'b)...... lb.
0 30 " Pot. l'art...............
o 80 Spts. ÆJtheris (o ............
o 5o " ther. Nit............
0 20 Ammon. Arom.......

0 2

8 c.
0 45 Spts. Camphor ..............
0 30 " Lavend Co.............
0 75 Syr. Ferri Iodid........
0 06 4Hyophos. Co ......
4 00 Ipecac ................
4 00 Seilli. ..............
025 " " Jo...............
O 20 " Tolut. .................
0 25 Tinct. Aconit ...............
0 35 Arnica ......
0 30 Buchu ..............
0 20 Calumb...............
0 60 Camph. Co.
0 75 Cardam. Co. .
1 00 " Catechu.. .... ..
0 35 Cinchon Co............
0 45 Colchici. Sem..........
0 40 " Digitalis ..............
0 20 " Ergot ................
0 65 Ferri Perchlor.
0 60 Gent. Co.
0 32 Hyosciam.............
0 40 Iodi ..................
0 45 LobeliS ...............
0 15 Nuc. Vom.............
0 90 Opii . .. ...........
4 75 Quassie.
2 00 " ithei Co.
0 75 Scilla..
2 90 Senega ...............
2 25 Tolut.. .... .........
1 50 Valerian
1 90 Verat. Virid
0 40 Zingib ..............
2 50 Ung. Hyd. Nit...............
1 00 Sulph. Co..............
020 Zinci ..................
0 40 Vin. Aes ..................
0 65 " Antim.................
0 50 " o<lhici.
0 451 ,1 [pecac.......... ......-

ser Prices anbject to the uinctuations of the Market.
In the preparati-n of the Pharmiceu ical articles, the British Pharmacopceia is taken as the standard,

the formulas of tlhe United Stites Dispensatory beiug followed ouly in cases when the prepara ion is nOt an
*ffjpi al of the former.

Private recipes, or the forms of the nl 1er Pharmacopoeias, wi'l be prepared to order in anv quantity.
W. J. M. & Co. have also on hand a large asaurtment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters and

Enemas, &c., at lowest prices.
Terms cash, less 5 per nent. discount.
Agenta for "l Hreb " Mineral and Medicinal Springs, of Waukeaha, Wisconsin. Ree adyt.


